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FRIDAY NIGHT FUN

WILMA WASH .OUT

Hurricane passes over
Florida quickly, leaves
Orlando unscathed

Football team gets win over Tulane to keep share
of C-USA E-ast Division lead-sEESPORTS,A10

- SEE NEWS, A2

FREE • Published Monda sand Thursdays

www.UCFnews.com. ·Tuesday, October 25, 2005
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Colleges $5.6 mi11ion College of Arts and Science
offering deficit caused.by UCF's constant growth

·victinis
·more aid
RACHEL PURDY
Contributing Writer

•

l •
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•
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UCF offered in-state tuition
to students displaced by Hurricane Katrina, but some universi- ·
ties outside Florida are offering
even more.
In response to school closures along the Gulf Coast, a
group of university administrators established a policy allowing displaced students to enroll
at UCF for in-state tuition rates
d~ the Fall semester.
.
rDCF's Board of Trustees and
President Hitt approved this
policy. Application and late fees
also were waived.
"It would be difficult to let
students in for free. [The university has] to recover the costs
of providing an education to
these students," said Tom Evelyn, a university spokesman.
Other colleges - including
the University of' Michigan,
Smith College, Harvard University, New York University, Duke
University and Franklin Pierce
College in New Hampshire are accommodating students
with full tuition and, in certain
cases, free room and board.
Franklin Pierce College, a
four-year liberal arts college,
was able to exceed class limits
for these students.
As a small college of only
1,600 students, there were no
layers of bureaucracy to sift
through, said Brian Stµart, its
PLEASE SEE INITIATIVE ON
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KATE HOWELL
News Editor

UCF's constant growth is
behind the $5.6 million deficit
plaguing the College of Arts
and Sciences and prompting
an ·e mergency plan to split up
the college, accord.i ng to Dean
Kathryn Seidel.
. "It's a question of keeping
up with growth," she said.
"Still, without growth we
would have no new dollars."
Each year at the end of the

spring legislative session, the amount of funding we
Florida State legislature dis- received fell short."
tributes funding to the state's
This method of funding
colleges based on the growth · affects all of UCF's colleges.
of each university.
· Arts and Sciences faces a
College adminis~rators, unique challenge, though, in
however, hire faculty for the the high number of general
Fall semester beginning each education classes it must
academic year, long before offer.
they know how much money
Many of those classes fulthey can expect from the fill the Gordon Rule requirestate.
ment, which requires students
"The university had hoped to complete 24,000 words of
for more money for growth written coursework in .12
from the state legislature,"
Seidel said. "This year the
PLEASE SEE COLLEGE ON A9

Wilina's damage not
•
senous on campus

AB

Students
fast to help
Orlando
homeless
Annual event
most successful to
date, raised $2,138

•

The College of
Arts and
Sciences will
split into the
College of Arts
and
Humanities
and the
College of
Sciences in
January due
tothe ·
growing
enrollment at
UCF and the
current
college's large
deficit.

NAUSHEEN ANSARI
Contributing Writer

More than 200 UCF students
attended the third annual FastA-Thon, held by the UCF Muslim Student Association on Oct.
18.
The UCF Fast-A-Thon,
whic~was held at the Ferrell
Commons, is an event held by
Muslim Student Associations
on college campuses all across
the United States and Canada.
The goal of the event is to
have non-Muslims fast for the
day with sponsors pl~dging
money based on their success.
The money raised at UCF is
donated to feed the Central
Florida homeless community.
"We want non-Muslims to
fast because what better way is
there to understand what it is
[than] by experiencing it?" Noor
Zufari, an active MSA member
who helped organize the event,
said. "One of the main reasons
for fasting is to call attention to
those who go hungry, not as an
exercise of religious experience,
but as a fact of life."
The event is held during the
Islamic holy month of'
PLEASE SEE O~LANDO ON AB
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PHOTOS BY MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite reaching as high as a Category 5 storm last week, Hurricane Wilma hit Florida Monday morning as a Category 3, flooding most of the Florida Keys. Meteorologists are calling it the worst storm to hit Broward County in
more than 50 years. Power outages have been reported in more than 3.2 million homes, from Key West to Daytona Beach, and at least one person has died as a result ofWilma. The stonn's 100 mph winds stayed south of Orlando;
however, heavy winds and rain were evident throughout the city. The UCF main campus, so far more fortunate than during last year's hurricane season, had no visible major damage once Wilma passed into the Atlantic Ocean
Monday afternoon. Some of the construction areas on campus had fallen fences and portable toilets, above left, and many of the campus trees, above right, were missing branches and some had toppled. Last year, the campus saw
significant damage after Hurricanes Charley and Frances hit Orlando in a three-week period. Wilma had re-emerged as a Category 3 stonn as of press time Monday and is expected to keep a steady path along the eastern coast of
the United States. Tropical depression Alpha is expected to dissipate and join with Hurricane Wilma and will not likely affect Florida. For further Wilma infonnation, see page A2.
·

Awareness of rights agenda for NORML
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

The UCF chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, or
NORML, is preparing for its
annual workshop, designed to
teach students to effectively
asserl their constitutional
rights.
The·workshop, .which will
take place at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday in Student Union Room
218AB, will feature the screening of a fihn titled BUSTED:
The Citizen's Guide to Surviving
Police Encounters.

Retired ACLU Executive
· Director Ira Glasser narrates
COURTESY NORML
the film. The film shows sce- UCF members of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, seen here
narios college students may outside the Student Union, are holding a workshop for students on constitutional rights.
find themselves in that could
result in an encounter with the are about their rights, the more the annual workshop, students
police.
comfortable they are asserting will also hear from UCF's
"Students who attend leave them," NORML Vice President Office of Student Conduct the judicial body which often
with a better understanding of Troy Bennett said.
their constitutional rights, espe- .
In addition to the video pres- suspends students caught in
cially iri regard to la'Y\'S regulat- . entation, the annual workshop possession of illegal drugs like
ing illegal substances," UCF · will include a presentation marijuana
Sometimes UCF police offichapter President Justin Mar- from an attorney that sits on
tineau said.
NORML's National Legal Com- cers refer students caught in
possession of marijuana directNORML members organiz- mittee.
ing the workshop believe it is
The attorney will analyze ly to the campus court overseen
critical that students under- the video, deliver a sliort by the Office of Student Constand the rights they have and speech and participate in a stu- duct instead of pressing
how to assert them in an dent question-and-answer ses- charges.
encounter with the police.
sion.
"The more educated people
This year, for the' first time at
PLEASE SEE WORKSHOP ON A7

Senate pro tempore
deputies appointed
I

Pro Temp Kelly Travis chos~ Sens.
Logan Burkowitz, Brett Childress
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

Debate over whether Senate President Pro Tempore
Kelly Travis would reappoint Sen. Rafael Padron
as a deputy pro tempore
ended last Thursday, when
Travis announced Sen. Brett
Childress as her choice and
Padron was elected as vicechair of the Activity and Service Fee Committee.
Travis appointed Padron
and Sen. Logan Burkowitz as
her deputy pro tempores
after she was elected as pres'ident pro tempore during a
Senate leadership change
brought about by the resignation of then-Speaker Nick
Merolle. .
Travis was re-elected as
pro tempore for the 38th Senate and quickly re-appointed
Burkowitz as a deputy pro
tempore, leading to speculation that Padron would not
be selected to fill the position

for the 38th Senate.
Travis put an end to the
rumors at Thursday's Senate
meeting when she made official her choices of Burkowitz
and Brett Childress to serve
as the 38th Senate's deputy
pro
tempores.
Travis
referred to her decision to
hire ·Burkowitz, who had
served with her as a deputy
pro tempore prior to her
election as pro temp, as "an
easy one."
Travis explained that she
had appointed Padron too
soon to the position, and that
while he had the "time, dedication and drive" to serve in
the position, people may not
respect his decisions because
he is not as experienced as
the students who usually fill
the positiOn.
,
Childress was first elected
as a member of the 37th Sen~
ate, and served on both the:
Governmental Affairs Com-:
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Future prints on Tuesday
Due to ·UCF , canceling
classes because of Hurricane
Wilma yesterday, the Future
published its Monday issue on
Tuesday this week.

Racial violence topic of speech
Jody Cutler will give a presentation called "Images of
Racial Violence and Victimization" from 10:30 a.m. to ll:45
a.m. Tuesday in the Student
. Union ROom 221AB.
The lecture is part of the
4th .A nnual James Weldon
Johnson Scholars Lecture
Series presented by the
African American Studies Program.
For more information. call
Brittany Bernstein at 407-8230026.

WUma blows across Florida quickly, heads into Atlantic
KATE HOWELL
New Editor

Hurricane Wilma, a Category 3 storm. made landfall at
6:30 a.m. Monday near Cape
Roinano, Fla.
Wilma, propelled by a cold
front and packing maximum
sustained winds ,of 125 mph
according to the ,National
Weather Service's Web site,
blasted its way across the
southern part of Florida Monday morning and early afternoon, bringing with it heavy
rainfall, strong winds and Ule
threat of isolated tornados.

At the Orlando International Airport, winds were
clocked at 46 mph. At .l l a.m.
Progress Energy Florida
reported ll,000 Central Florida customers out of po;wer,
the. largest concentration
located in Orange County,
and
23,370
customers
statewide.
About 1,547 Kissimmee
Utility Authority customers
lost power early in the storm,
however, by noon KUA had
restored power to those customers.
Traffic lights failed at the
following intersections: Lee .

Free slide lecture on artist's work
Artist Kevin Haran will give
a slide lecture about his work,
now on display in the UCF Art
Gallery, from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. .
Tuesday in the Visual Arts
Building 140A
The lecture is free and open
to the UCF campus community and the general public.
For more information. call
407-823-3161.

Connecting education and career
The Student Resources
Center will hold a seminaJ;" on
connecting an education to a
career at 4 p.m. in Ferrel Commons, Building 7, Room 185.
For mor~ information. call
Emily Santiago at 407-823-3317.

Road and State Road 441; day morning with a flash
Sheeler Road and Semoran flood warning issued MonBoulevard; Lake Underhill day.
At least one tornado was
Road and Pinar Drive; Magnolia Homes Road and River- spotted that may have been
side Park Drive; Princeton responsible for damaging
Avenue and John Young Park- an apartment building roof
Brevard
Avenue,
way; and Goldenrod Road and on
University Boulev:ard.
according to the Central
South Florida bore the Florida News 13 Web site.
All public schools and
brunt of the heavy winds,
with residents reporting gusts universities in Central and
exceeding 100 mph in Cudjoe South Florida were closed
Key, Miami, Naples and Pom- ·Monday.
pano Beach.
. Wtlma was· expected to
. Brevard County was under move quickly northeasta tornado warning for most of . ward, staying well off the
Sunday night and early Mon- coast of the Eastern U.S.
Monday night.
The storm is expected
to weaken to a powerful
tropical storm and could
cause heavy winds and rain
along portions of the East
Coast as it becomes extratropical.
There is a new, nontropical storm dev~loping
near the ' Mid-Atlantic
Coast; however, it is unlikeJ
ly Wilma will be drawn
into this storm.
As Wilma approached
Florida, Tropical Storm
Alpha weakened to a tropical depression after making
lanafall in the Dominican
Republic Sunday as aminimal tropical storm, according to· the Weather Channel's Web site.
Alpha passed over Haiti
and into open water, put is
not expected to regain
tropical storm status and
will likely be absorbed by
the larger circulation of
Wtlma.

Study abroad oppartunities
The Office of International
Studies will host its Fifth
Annual Study Abroad Fair
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union Pegasus Ballroom.
There will be information
on 20 different programs
offered during the 2005-06
academic year.
Former students will attend
to recount their experiences
and faculty directors will be
available to address academic
concerns.
For more information. call
Bridget Ryan at 407-882-2328.

Donate tissue, organs, blood
Volunteer UCF will hold its
annual Donor Day,. an event
aimed at increasing awareness
of tissue, organ and blood
donation. from ll a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday in front of the Student Union
There will be organ and tissue donor cards available for
students and faculty to sign
and blood mobiles parked in
front of the Student Union
For more information, email Melissa Lanzone at Get-·
CardedUCF@hotmailcom.

POLICE BEAT

Students arrested at multiple house parties
CRYSTAL SCOTT

pie that initially exited the
StaffWriter
apartment had been ·drinking,
. ~ including El.kins.
About 1 a.m. on Oct. 13; ~~
Elkins told Fazi that
Officer Matthew Fazi lf#i~ there 'Ye:e people who
arrived at Pegasus Pointe ;~l·~t~i~/'1 1 were still m the house but
Apartments.
·\ ((!f,fjj/J/1 continued to deny access
According to UCFPD,
•'J ,,.
to the apartment.
Fazi then informed Elkins
Fazi had received a complaint
from the resident assistant that that he would be doing a walk
there was a party that involved through ofthe house in order to ·
underage drinking going on
ensure no one inside was
Fazi approached the apart- armed.
ment and, after knocking, a
Upon · entering the apartnon-resident opened the door. ment, Fazi located five people
Fazi quickly took notice of hiding out in one of the bedabout 25 to 30 beer bottles piled rooms.
on the kitchen table and countAll five smelled strongly of
er.
alcohol and were under age 21,
Fazi asked for a tenant of the according to Fazi
apartment arid Seth Elkins, 19,
Elkins admitted to allowing
approached the door.
them to drink alcohol because
After Elkins refused to let they had supplied it. Elkins was
Fazi enter the apartment he was arrested fot a prohibited open
instructed to have the people house party.
inside the apartment exit so that ·
identification can be checked.
Costume, keg parties lead to arrest
Only two out of the five peoOn Oct. 16, two more house

CORRECTION

parties took place in Pegasus
Pointe apartments.
At about 12:30 a.m., Officer
Samuel Gonzalez arrived at
one of the apartment buildings
where several people dressed
in Halloween costumes were
standing on the second floor
holding beer cans.
.
As Gonzalez approached
the apartment door, t.he individuals ran from the property,
Gonzalez contacted the resident, Danielle Reich, 19, who
allowed him entry into the
apartment.
Once inside, Gonzalez
found 50 people, seven bottles
of liquor and about 10 cases of
beer. Although there was the
smell of burnt marijuana in the
apartm~nt, according to Gonzalez, none was located.
Gonzalez checked the identification of all the people present and found only two over
the age of 21.
All the people present had

been drinking alcohol and
Reich verb.ally took responsibility for the underage drinkers.
Reich was then arrested for
having a prohibited open house
party.
About two hours later, at
2:30 a.m., Officer Christopher
Gavette received a loud music
complaint for a building in the
same area ·of Pegasus Pointe.
Upon arrival, Gavette was
given permission to enter the
apartment by the residents
Andres Vilar, 18, and Ernesto
Vtlar Jr., 20.
After entering the apartment, 18 people were found
drinking alcoholic beverages
and only one of them was of the
legal drinking age.
A half-full beer keg was
found in one of the bathrooms.
Both residents were placed
under arrest for having a prohibited open house party and
transferred to Orange County
Jail. .

LOCAL WEATHER

The story ''.Attorney,
author John: Elmore led expert ·
pai:iel on race, justice," in the
Oct. 20 issue, was co-written
by Abeer Abdalla.

Today
High: 67° Low: 46°

LET US KNOW

~ Wednesday

TODAY IN DETAIL

SUNNY
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club;
organization or event and ·
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for
the Wetinesday editiori.

NATION&
WORLD

Today: Sunny, breezy and cool, with

~MOSTLY SUNNY

no chance of rain. .
Tonight: Cold and clear throughout
the evening and into the morning.

~Thursday
-

High:69°
low:51°

High: 76°
v ~ SCATTERED SHOWERS Low:59°

Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

Three people killed as Hurricane
Wilma ravages the Yucatan
CANCUN, Mexico - Hur- .
ricane Wtlma punished Mexico's Caribbean coastline for a
second day Saturday, ripping
away storefronts, peelililg back
roofs and forcing tourists and
residents trapped in hotels
and shelters to scramble to
higher floors. At least three
people were killed.
Waves slammed into seaside pools and sent water s~g
ing over the narrow strip of
sand housing Cancun's luxury
hotels ;ind raucous bars, joining the sea with the alligatorinfested lagoon. Downtown,
winds tore banks open. leaving automatic teller machines
standing in knee-deep water.
Wilma, which had weakened to a Category 2 as it
inched northward with sustained winds of 100 mph, was
expected to pick up speed
Sunday, sideswiping Cuba
before it slams into Florida.
Late Saturday, it was slowly
moving back over the
Caribbean Sea, and rains and
winds were beginning to
lessen in Cancun at nightfall.
As Wilma's eye passed over
Cancun on Saturday, the air
became calm and eerily. electric. Some residents ventured
briefly from their hiding spots
to survey the flooded, debrisfilled streets.
Yucatan Gov. Patricio
Patron told Formato 21 radio
that one person was killed by a
falling tree,. but he offered no
details. In Playa del Carpien,
two people died from injuries
they suffered Friday when a
gas tank exploded during the
storm, Quintana Roo state officials said.

Croatian officials kill thousands of
birds after finding infected swans
ZDENCI, .Croatia
Authorities in Croatia began
killing thou5ands of·domestic
birds Saturday and ordered
disinfection for a large area
near a national park where six
swans were found dead from
bird flu.
Elsewhere, Russia reported
a new outbreak of a lethal
strain of bird flu, Sweden confirmed a case, and Italy and
Congo became the latest
countries to ban imports of
poultry from nations affected
by the virus.
Croatian experts detected
the HS virus in the swans late
Friday after they were found
dead at a fish farm near Zdenci National Park. Samples
were sent to a British lab to
test for the H5Nl strain that
has devastated poultry stocks
and killed 61people in Asia the
, past two years.
The virus is spread by
migrating wild birds and has
recently been found in birds in
Russia, Turkey and Romania,
spurring efforts around the
globe to contain its spread.
While H5N1 is easily transmitted between birds, it is
hard for humans to contract.
But experts fear it could
mutate into a form offlu that is
easily transmitted between
humans and cause a pandemic
that could kill millions.
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ALLERGIES?

For all of your Printing Needs!

Board Certified Allergist
Located on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

·Signs & T-shirts
·Banners & Magnetic Signs
·Embroidery & Bordado,

~Allergy & Asthma Center

Wi/ ___ _ ._ ___ of East Orlando

"DiscoveFjust how beautijuryou can be!

Homecoming Makeovers
6521 E. Colonial Dr.
, Orlando, FL 32807

Organizations\
•\ntramura\ Sports\

,

•

A.R.C. GRAPHICS .

•UCf &Greek

.

401-201-0202
401-620-2635

Schedule you appointment today!

407.971.0590
Next to Macy's
Oviedo Marketplac~ Mall

,, mERLE :[lOR m An·~

Boyce A. Hor nberger, i\ID, FAAAAJ
31 51 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
WW\.v.eastorlandoallergy. coin
Addi~onal location in Ovt , o
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LEASE FOR

5258

P/Locks, ,p/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

1~...,..~·• *48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $258

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L See dealer for details. Leasing WA.( thru
Volf!swagen Credit. Expires 10/JVOS

- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I I
LEAs531

~ECN'fN~T¥Ai
9 FOR
48 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $319 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing WA.( thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

2006 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/I., lilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Turbo Diesel
Available

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $269 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
2005
TOUAREG4X4

2005 NEW GTI
P/tocks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

BlGSElECTIONI

·*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $437 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. *Seedealerfor detmls. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. "Total due at signing is $259 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer fordetails. LerJsing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2006 NEW
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE

,

P/W, P/L, nh, Cruise, ABS, CD,
· Keyless Remote & Much More

LEASE FOR

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

$244

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

Turbo Diesel
Available

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at sig~in'g. is $244 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
. payment + TT&L. See dealerfordetails. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/3V05

ONLY

$21,455

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go TOPiess!

*Plus tax, tag and fees. Expires 10/3V05.

• 4Yr/50~000. Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
,

We Can Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

·~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

FS!" CREDIT
.
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENlS (PurChase or Leose)

:»•_
..

-......1* :1 *tCIT
55eWA* :::il:l55N

.4175 S. Hwy 17-92

~ M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 -6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

~ 407-365-3300

SERVICEDEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

..
visit our website

aristocratvw.com
1

!

NATION &WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION

''Is Human Cloning
Petmissible in a
Free Society?''

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Valley Forge, the last all-male
military college; accepts women
WAYNE, Pa. - Valley
Forge Military College, the
last all-male military college
in the country, will accept
women beginning next fall
The decision will allow
women into ROTC, military
service academy prepatory
programs, the two-year transfer college and the Army
Early Commissioning Program, where cadets earn
Army commissions in two
years.
School officials estimated
enrollment for women could
reach 20 percent within five
years. Valley Forge Military
Academy, a boarding school
for boys in grades seven to 12,
will remain a single-sex
school
"The research says there is
still a good benefit for singlesex education at the high
school level, but we believe
the time has come for a coed
program at the college level,"
spokesman Rod Hill said.
Several
area private
schools have gone coed in
recent years, including Chestnut Hill College, Immaculata
University and Harcum College.
Military colleges such as
The Citadel and Virginia Military Institute went coed soon
after the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in 1996 that they could
not bar women and still
receive public funds.

Rhode lslana:xpected to kill
declining degree programs
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Faced with waning student
interest, state education officials are considering eliminating a host of degree programs so colleges can
dedicate more resources to
expanding fields.
The state Board of Governors for Higher Education
will meet Monday and was
expected to close ll degree
programs at the University of
Rhode Island and five at
Rhode Island College.
Jack Warner, the commissioner of higher education,
said the decision to close a
degree program is based on
several considerations including low student enrollment,
operation costs and the availability of similar programs
elsewhere.
State government subsidizes an increasingly smaller
share of higher education
costs, forcing URI and RIC to
run as efficiently as possible,
Warner said. .
Board policy mandates a
review for degree programs
that graduate five or fewer
students for three consecutive years.
Eliminated
bachelor
degree programs incl¥de linguistics, Russian, urban affairs
and statistical science at URI
as well as medieval and
Renaissance studies at RIC.
At the same time, student
interest in business and
health programs such ·as
pharmacy, audiology and
nursing have grown at both
URI and RIC.
Home economics and
geography were eliminated in
2003.

Student not guilty by reason of
insanity in stabbing of professor
AUSTIN, Texas - A college student who claimed he
stabbed and slashed his piano
professor more than 200
times because he thought she
was a robot intent on killing
him has been found not guilty
of murder by reason of insanity.

Jurors reached the verdict
Thursday in the case of Jackson Ngai, a former student at
the University of Texas, who
could be committed to mental
institutions inc,lefinitely.
Ngai's attorney has said
Ngai believed music professor Danielle Martin was a
robot or was controlled by a ·
computer chip in her brain
·and was trying to kill him. On
her body was a handwritten
note that said, "Computer
chip in brain."
Daneen Milam, a defense
expert who said Ngai was
insane, said the number of
wounds on Martin's head,
which left a ·deep hole in her
skull, showed he was focused
on something other than just
killing Martin.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Aman tries to ride a bike on a flooded street after Hurricane Wilma passed over Cancun,
Mexico, on Sunday. The storm caused several deaths along Mexico's Caribbean coastline.
FROM A2

tially approve the status quo.

Vatican bishops reaffirm church's
commitment to priest celibacy
VATICAN CITY - While
acknowledging the acute
shortage of priests in the
Roman Catholic Church,
bishops fro.µi around the
world reaffitmed the church's
stance on celibacy for priests
Saturday in a set of 50 recommendations they agreeq to
submit to Pope Benedict XVI.
The proposals, meant for
• the pope to consider in a
future document on the
Eucharist, also dealt with
whether Communion should
be denied to Catholic politicians who support laws that
contradict church teaching,
such as the right to abortion,
as well as the plight of
Catholics who divorce and
remarry without getting an
annulment.
The estimated 250 bishops
who gathered for the ;hreeweek Synod of Bishops voted
behind closed doors on the
recommendations, which disappointed some · church
reform groups by hewing
closely to church teaching.
The synod, which began Oct.
2, formally ends Sunday with
a Mass celebrated by Benedict.
Cardinal George Pell of
Australia said at a press conference after the vote that the
proposals were a "massive
restatement" of the church's
· celibacy rule for priests and
other church traditions.
He also defended the
meeting amid questions
about why it was necessary to
bring prelates from around
the world to Rome to essen-

Judith Miller and .The New York '
Times engage in publicfight
WASHINGTON ~ In the
latest fallout from the CIA
leak investigation, reporter
Judith Miller and The New
York Times are engaging in a
very public fight about her
seeming lack of candor in the
case.
In a mem.o to the staff,
Executive Editor Bill Keller
. says Miller "seems to have
misled" the newspaper's
Washington bureau chief, Phil
Taubman, who said Miller
told him in fall 2003 that she
was not one of the recipients
. of a leak about the identity of
covert CIA officer Valerie
Plame.
'

Key West revelers throw party in
face of Hurricane Wilma's arrival
KEY WEST - . In more

conventional places, a frustrated, anxious populace
might react differently to tension. But in the face of Hurricane Wilma, many of the people who chose to remain in
· Key West did what they do
best Saturday: They threw a
Wilma was expected to
pass by the island town early
Monday, and many residents
boarded up and headed for
the Florida mainland after
mandatory evacuations were
issued.
But a happy remaining few
hit the streets for a pub crawl
that turned into an impromptu parade of drag queens,
pirates, dressed-up dogs and
other costumed revelers.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

for instance.
The study found that children whose parents smoked
A recent report by Dart- were nearly .four times more
mouth researchers indicated likely to purchase cigarettes
that children as young as age 2 than children of nonsmokers.
are more aware of cigarettes
And children whose parand alcohol than commonly ents drank alcohol at least
believed.
once a month were signifiThe findings, reported in cantly more likely to buy alcothe Archives of Pediatrics and hol th~ children whose parAdolescent Medicine, were a ents drank less often. Still, the
result of a role-playing study children of smokers and
involving dolls and a toy gro- drinkers were not the only .
cery store. Twenty-eight per~ children purchasirtg those
cent of children ages 2 to 6 items.
bought cigarettes and nearly
"We asked about parental
62 percent bought alcohol in tobacco and alcohol use
preparation for ·a make- because at that age parents
believe evening with friends. . tend to be the primary role
· The research was conduct- models for children, but I
. ed using 120 childrenbetwf!en think [the results] are in9.icathe ages of 2 and 6, and tlieir tive of all adult behavior that
parents, who were surveyed children are exposed to,'' said
about their own habits involv- Dalton, a resear.cher at Darting nicotine and alcohol use.
mouth's Norris Cotton CanLead study author Made- cer Center.
line Dalton, Ph.D., associate
One 6-year-old boy, offerprofessor of pediatrics at ing a Barbie doll, a newspaper
Dartmouth Medical School and cigarettes, said, "Honey,
and director of the Hood Cen- have some smokes. Do you
ter for Children and Families like smokes? I like smokes."
A 4-year-old girl chose a ·
at Dartmouth, in Hanover, .
N.H., ·and her colleagues pack of Camels in the. store
observed the children making and said, "I need this for my
purchases in a mock super- man. A man needs cigarettes."
A 6-year-old boy pointed .
market stocked with mini toy
versions of 133 items com- · to cigarettes in the store and
said, "I'm definitely not going ,
monly found in stores.
Some ofthe items included to buy those; they ·can kill
fruits, vegetables, breads, you."
.
The findings suggest
dairy, cereal, candy, snacks,
medicine, toiletries, meat, tobacco prevention and other
prepared.foods and non-alco- healthy lifestyle messages
holic beverages. Also includ- may need to be introduced at
ed were cigarettes (branded much younger ages than is
Marlboro and Camel), beer currently the norm, and the
(branded Budweiser, Coors, messages need to come from
Schlitz and Pabst) and wine.
both parents and physicians.
"At age 2 to 6, we didn't
Cigarette and alcohol purchases were counted only if expect such a high percentage
the child correctly identified of children would be tuned
the product at the checkout into these products and didn't
counter, or if they bought it expect them to think they
even after being told by the would be necessary for a
social evening," Dalton said. "I
researcher what it was.
Purchases were not count- hope it prompts people to
ed if a child misidentified the question whether we should
be waiijng until adolescence
~em after being told what it
Was, referring to beer as soda, to intervene."
Staff Writer

Family Research Council .·

vs ·

Bernard Siegel
Genetics Policy Institute
*****************************

October 27, 2005 • 7:30 PM
_Math and Physics Building, Room 260
University of Central Florida

party.

WEEK IN HEALTH
RACHEL BAUMBACH

William Saunders

For more information on this debate or other debates
in the Cicero's Podium Serles, please contact
Chad Kifer at ckifer@isi.org or 800-526-7022 ·
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Alternative Spring Break Apps Available
Alternative Spring Break (ASB) gives you.- the opportunity to use your spring break to benefit society.
This year we are traveling to Atlanta, Nashville, the
Florida Everglades and more! ASB is about meeting
new friends, sharing experiences, having fun, and
most importantly helping others. Applications are
· available on-line at www.housing.ucf.edu/asb and
are due to the LINK Office in Ferrell Commons
Room 139 by October 28, 2005 by 4 p. m. If you
have any additional questions please contact the
LINK staff at 407-882-LINK or link@mail.ucf.edu.
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Woman's· Shelter

,,

5-8 female volunteers. 3 hours of making a difference.
Email jaclynsemails@yahoo.(Space is limited)
Carpool is in.front of Millican Hall at 3:15 p.m.
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e Info
VUCF Get Carded's Donor Day
about organ and tissue donations

9

Homecoming Kick Off Concerts

• Yellowcard
•Acceptance
•Pink Spiders
TI Guests

· 11 :OO am - 2:00 pm
Student Union South Patio

e 12:30
VUCF Teddy Bear Drive
pm - 2:00 pm
Student Union South Patio
.\

What else do you need?®

9

CAB Cinema Presents ''Memento"
8:00 pm
SU Cape Florida
Wear a costume and get a prize!

•

e

C>CT28200SFRI

e . VUCF
"A Gift For Teaching" Volunteer Day
Help stock warehouse and distribute
CAB Cinema and African
Association Present
"Hotel Rwanda"

. 6:00 pm
SU Edgemont Key #224

Doors at
9:00 pm
UCF Arena

Homecoming Street Art Fest
"Chalk on the Walk"
·
20 VOLUNTEER LIMIT
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
Meeting Behind HPA II
Need volunteers to interact and supervise .
the kids while they make sidewalk chalk
drawings& play games.
·Sign-Up: vucfchild@gmail.com .

school supplies to teachers at the free
store. Must wear close-toed shoes.
12:15 pm - 4:00 pm
Meet at VAS Parking Lot

9

• • w/

Doors at
3:00 pm
UCF Arena

9

Trick or Treat on Greek St.

·• ·

2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Memory Mall
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Author speaks out on cheating

Leethra J. Moore

· ·Academic dishonesty needs more attention from society
TIFFANY BECK
Contributing Writer

"Cheating is not a victimless
act It strikes at the very foundation of a just society," David
Callahan, author of The Cheating Culture, told a group ofabout
150 people in the UCF Student
Union Thursday night.
The author spoke about why
people cheat in society and
school and how to change the
pattern..
The event was sponsored
jointly by Student Development
and Enrollment Services and
the Office of Undergraduate
Studies. It included a panel of
commentators and a question' and-answer sessioIL
It is part of a series of events
under the label "The New
America: Mirroring the Present
& Mapping the Future."
Callahan said he saw numerous examples of the damage
cheating causes in our society.
He cited the Enron scandal and
steroid abuse in professional
sports as inspirations for his
book
.In his lecture he said that one
of the three great forces driving
cheating is the growing focus 'o n
money and winning. He said
even the best athletes and students cheat because of the pressure to be perfect and to wiIL
"Everyone has reasons to justify their actions," SGA Student
Body President Willie Bentley
Jr. said "They are always trying
to find the positive in doing the
negative."
Fear is a force driving cheating becaus,,e people are afraid of
being l!rlf behind in the economy, Callahan said. There is a real
increase in competition, and
many parents pressure their
children to excel
"College is seen as the new
. high school," he said. He
, explained that people have the
wrong attitude toward educatioIL If the goal is to learn in
class then there is not much rea. son to cheat, he said
"My parents don't put a lot of

pressure on me, but I know a lot
of people whose parents do,"
journalism sophomore Mary
Knowles said. "I would have
probably ended up cheating if
my parents put that much pressure on me:'
Callahan called professors
and other people responsible
for controlling cheating in soci·ety "sleeping watchdogs" and
said that they need to be more
willing to go after cheaters.
"When cheaters go unpunished it sends a terrible message," he said
It makes non-cheaters feel
like they are putting themselves
at an unnecessary disadvantage.
. Also, cheaters at the top are
more likely to get away with it
than those at the bottom, he
said
"Now it's accepted that
everyone cuts comers:' molecular biology sophomore Shane
Uris said. "It leads back to
respect. I think there is less
respect for laws now, and we
have a more selfish society."
Faculty Senate Chair Manoj
Chopra said, ·~s faculty members here it is a tussle between
doing the right thing and going
through the hassle of prosecuting cheating, which comes with
the possibility oflosing popularity!'
Sonide Simon, a senior in
sociology said that she agreed
with Callahan's assessment of
college as the new high school
She said that students today
see school as being about grades
more than learning. Sh~ has
even seen students in her class
get angry at teachers who prevented them from cheating.
Callahan offered some ideas
on how to fight the growing
problem of cheating. He
encouraged beefing up ethics
codes and making it harder to
cheat.
"It is not a priority," he said
"We need a bigger push in this
area Unfort:Unately, the collective attitude is 'whatever."'
John Schell, dean of the
Office of Undergraduate Stud-

ies said, "People ask Why is this
niche topic of cheating important?' This 'niche' topic of cheating leads directly to .m aterialism, inequality, dishonest
leaders and cynical institutions.
I say, 'Some niche topic!"'
Students are often leading
the fight again$t cheating Callahan said
"This stuff matters to anyone
interested in making this world
a better place," he said "Success
is not as much about working
hard as it is about working the
system"
"We live in a Robin Hood
society," Chopra said. "If you
can cheat the cheaters, people
feel like there's nothing wrong
with that."
'
The idea of meritocracy and
equal opportunity are the exciting ideas about America, and
cheating can really hurt those
ideals, Callahan said.
People need a social contract
under which they feel that the
rules are fair and make sense,
not stacked against them, he
said
·
In order for cheating in soci- ·
ety to be reduced, people who
play by the rules should be able
to get ahead, no one who works
full time should have to live in
poverty and people who break
the laws should be treated the
same whether they are rich or
poor.
"Double standards are poisonous," he said
His final suggestion was for ·
everyone to take responsibility
for his or her own behavior.
"There are always shortcuts
and there will always be people
who take them. but being true to
yourself and your values is the
. key to happiness," he said. "In
life, we all shape the society in
which we live. We all have some
power to make society different,
and an obligation to do so."
Philosophy professor Ronnie
Hawkins agreed.
"Once a society lets go of
truth and is trying to defend the
status quo at any cost, we've
really lost it," he said
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:Panelists discuss terrorism, global society
ABEER ABDALLA

Terrorists in politically unsta- in a new Iraq, in which each has
ble regions; such as Iraq and their own clearly defined space
Afghanistan, target humanitari- at the outset," Miller said
· Global society is shrinking, an efforts. Ward believes that
During the question-and• but the thirst for knowledge NGOs and the U.S. military must answer period after the Iraq pre: about diverse regions is grow- re-establish relationships with sentations, divergent views
~ ing. To help meet this need, UCF
citizens of any nation they're flared again as the validity of the
: held the "National Global Issues assisting. The readjustment war in Iraq was challenged Pre· Forum 2005: Political Violence should focus on personal inter- vious wars were invoked, and
ests, culture and communica- participants from the first two
: in the 21st Century" on Oct 17.
:
International panelists repre- tion
panels rebutted some of stateWard said he ·thought the ments by the Iraq panel
: senting government, the news
1 "Iraq is not Vietnam. and
: media, academia, business, non- safest way to bring humanitarian
: profit 9rganizations and the mil- aid to volatile regions would be Syria is not Cambodia Get over
. itary debated their opinions and to amplify organizations' non- it," Scales said from the audience
proposed solutions throughout partisan relationships with the to moderator Dan Simpson of
the day.
government
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. "It's
"Poverty, combined with gov- not as big a deal as the media is
The first panel discussion,
"Global Trends in Political Vio- ernments, provide the sea where making it out to be. Let's not
lence," was led by John C. Bersia, terrorism can swim." Ward said make a war where there is no
special assistant to the UCF . "We have to work on [under- war."
president for Global Perspec- standing] mutual negative mindThe closing session included
, tives. It delved into the diaspora sets!'
a discussion of Afghanistan's
1 of the Middle East, with emphaDuring the second session, future by Time magaziiie's Mal: sis on Islamic extremists and a "The Evolving Terrorist Threat;' colm MacPherson, syndicated
Neal Pollard of Georgetown foreign affairs columnist Austin
' : repackaged ''new world order."
, :
Discussions examined the University, founder of the Ter- Bay and Stetson University
rorism Research Center, dissect- political science professor
~ new face of t~rr-0rism Latin and
: South America are. no longer at ed motivation, innovation and Eugene Huskey.
• the helms of conflict. The new technology.
The daylong event proved
: foci are Africa and the Muslim
·~ global jihad is an innovathere remain more questions
: countries. And political instabil- tion in motivation;' Pollard said than answers to understanding
'We have to understand the key political violence in the 21st cen: ity is at the forefront.
:
Monty Marshall, research · drivers, the technological tury, but that dialogue could be
the key.
• professor at George Mason Uni- engines of globalization!'
: versity in Virginia and director
The third session was a dis"There are no simple, single
: ofthe Center for Systemic Peace, cussion of Iraq. Najmaldin causes, but a mix of specific
; said he thought understanding · Karim, president of the Wash- motivations and grievances,"
: sociology was more important ington Kurdish Institute, talked ·, said UCF political science proabout the plight ofIraqi and Kur- fessor Waltraud Morales'.
' than understanding geography.
I "War was no longer a deci- dish peoples.
The forum was sponsored by
Ambassador Robin Raphel, the Office of Global Perspective,
: sion made by the most powerful
: group," Marshall said. "It was the State Department's coordi- the Political Science Departnator for Iraq Reconstruction, ment, the Nicholson School of
I used in the poorest groups, .vio: lence was a currency. But yet discussed curre~t U.S. plans for Communication, the Middle
East Studies program, the
: with separatism, the pressure theregioIL
'What Iraq needs is a govern- National Conference ofEditorial
' has dissipated"
In general, according to Mar~ ment that will be in place longer Writers, the Global Connections
shall, global terrorism has less- than six months to a year," she Foundation and the Orlando
ened as people have gaine~ an said. "This constitution can be Sentinel
"[World, Affairs] is the one
understanding of their connec- amended by the next governtopic on every sponsor's list,"
tions. Fewer people are being ment. It's a start!'
Raphel described the positive said UCF President John Hitt,
• killed, but the sophistication of
work being done in Iraq. Eco- who led the opening sessioIL
their attacks has increased
nomic reform was in place, and 'We intend to make this confer·~utocracy is on its way out,
but the downside is democracy trade has been re-~stablished ence an annual event"
hasn't been consolidated," Mar- and. mushrooming, she said.
The UCF Office of Global
Portable water and sewer capa- Perspectives mission is to
shall said
.
Retired Maj. GeIL Robert bilities were also growing, she "sharpen UCF's international
Scales, a Fox News commenta- said
focus,'' and expand the Central
"On the ph}rsical infrastruc- Florida community's awareness
tor and author ofthe Anny's history ofthe first Persian GulfWar, ture side, there is a lot of of the global community.
progress," Raphel said
"The Evolving Terrorism
disagreed
Robert Miller of the Zor Threat," an international forum
"You're wrong, [Marshall],"
• Scales said 'We have too much Foundation, a humanitarian co-sponsored by the Center for
organization, outlined his solu- Terrorism and Political Violence
of a monolithic view of Iraq."
·at St. Andrews University, is
George Ward of World tions for the future of Iraq.
"Iraq's experience in· the last scheduled to be held from 2 p.m.
' VISion, a former ambassador to
(: Namibia, discussed non-govern- ~-century clearly dictates that to 5 p.m. Nov. 3 in the UCF Stu) mental organizations and the its }Ila.jar social, tribal and ethnic dent Urllon Room 316 (Cap€"
UN.
.
szrouns will be more comfortable Flori.da).'
Staff Writer
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Changes to A&SF budget procedures
FROM

t.

Al

mittee and the Financial Allocations for Organizations Committee.
"I believe that my combined
experiences on both of these
committees 'have directed me
in becoming a better student
representative, as well as to
demonstrate fiscally conservative strategies,'' Childress said.
''A large role of the office is
to act as a representative on
different committees, in and
out of SGA,'' Childress said "I
feel that I work well in these
areas and that acting as deputy
pro tempore would best suit
my abilities."
Childress also spoke about

the work Padron had done with
the office, saying that he hopes
"to continue to build off of his ·
goals and commitments."
Although Travis may have
felt Padron became deputy pro
tempore too quickly, she was
confident that. he had the right
experience to become vicechair of the Activity and Seryice Fee Committee and nominated him for the position
Thursday.
"I iliink it's a greatposition,''
Padron said of A&SF vice-chair
shortly after his election. "The
biggest thing I like to do is helping students and organiZations,
and that's a really good position
to do that."
Some changes to the A&SF

committee have already been from the transition of leadership within an organization.
announced.
"The budget will be d<;me
"The leader who writes the
before winter break; that's real- budget won't be there next
ly the biggest thing,'' Padron spring, it is hard to work
said, continuing to explain that, around a planned budget,"
"Because there are not as many Padron said. He said that this
spring events, Senate will have can lead to complicated re-allomore of a say in what organiza- cations and transferring of
tions can and cannot get."
funds.
These changes are the first
While some spring evefltS
may still be funded by -A&SF, to come to A&SF under
the committee would like to Padron's leadership as vice. chair, and his peers are confiavoid funding such events.
Padron said that there are dent in the direction he is taksome events that groups partic- ing the committee.
.
ipate in every year, and they do
"He is an up-and-coming
not want to take that away. · senator, and will be a heavy hitHowever, he also also ter in SGA in the next few years
.explained that they would like in his career at UCF,'' Chilto avoid conflicts that result dress said.

In poker,
there's only
one way to

win .big ... LIE.
',

Workshop attendance expected to be high
FROM

Al

The office's interim coordinator plans to educate students
in attendance about UCF's
Golden Rule, the written doctrine that governs conduct on
campus, and inform students of
the official drug and alcohol
policy on campus.
Bennett said he was pleased
to incorporate UCF's Office of
Student Conduct into the workshop.

He said it was important that
students understand the difference between UCF's campus
court and a criminal court of
law.
''We also are trying to teach
UCF students how to interact
with law enforcement if confronted and what the on;.campus rules are regarding illegal
substances,'' Bennett said.
Another new face at Wednesday's workshop will be
Orange County Judge Michael

Murphy.
attendance than any other event
Martineau expects Murphy .· NORMLhosts,''Martineausaid.
to provide, those in attendance ''The know-your-rights event is
with a unique perspective about by far the most entertaining as
the criminal court system and well as educational workshop
,
that NORML at UCF hosts."
drug law.
DtJring last year's workshop,
NORML is a national organ150 students crowded into the ization boasting dozens of colworkshop, sitting on the floor or lege and affiliated chapters.
standing in the back of the room Martineau said NORML is
after the chairs became full. committed to providing educaAttendance for this year's work- tion about the harms caused by
shop is expected to exceed that. the marijuana prohibition and
"This workshop dra\vs more international drug war.

Learn how to completely dominate your
opponents while holding inferior cards.
Turn your rag hands into winners-and
start making more money now!

'lessinger is a terrific writer, player, and
teacher, and if you'd like to raise your ·game,
reading this book is the place to start."
1

-Lou Krieger, outho~ of Hold 'em Excellence and Poker for Dummies
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Wednesday, October 26th 11am.-7 pm
Expect all the hot new styles .for Fii 05. All denim jeans, skirts, tops
and lightweight sweaters are
;

50 - 80% off retail.

Brands include 7 for All Mankind. Citizens of Humnity, -True Religion,
Blue Cult, 575 Denim and ·more.

Women's Club of Winter Park.
419 S. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park.
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Orlando Imam said fasting brings friends closer
FROM

Al

Ramadan, when Muslims fast
from sunrise to sunset each
day.
·
Osman Ahlnad, a junior and
active MSA membe~ describes
the month as "a time to practice not hurting others, to stay
away from inappropriate
things, to value what we have
and to help those in need."
Fasting isn't just about sacrificing' the stomach. It also
includes the other senses in
the body.
· During fasting, the .mouth
must refrain from cursing,
lying and gossip. The ears must
not listen to slander and back
biting. The eyes must keep
away from inappropriate
images and obscenity. Muslims
must also abstain from any
sexual activity from sunrise to
sunset.

A total of 159 students par- nized."
ticipated in the well-publicized
The event was led by MSA
event, which also garnered Vice President , Abdullah
donations from local business- . Sheikh, a UCF senior.
·
es and families.
Guest speaker Imam Hatem
"I felt pure for the first time of Masjid-Al-Haq, a mosque
in about three years,'' Jen located in downtown Orlando,
Whalen, a junior at UCF and talked about the local homesecond-year participant in the less community and the beneFast-A-Thon, said. "I felt my fit of non-Muslim fasting. He
body and mind being described the event as "a day
cleansed."
when the non-Muslims fasted
The night commenced with with their Muslim friends,
the call to prayer. The Muslim bringing their · souls closer ·
students (armed long, straight together in doing so."
rows standing shoulder to
On behalf of the MSA and
Shoulder as they took part in the local community, Sheikh
one of the five daily prayer ses- presented a generous check of
$1,600 to Hatem to supply
sions.
Guests were invited to food, blankets and clothing f6r
observe the service and follow the homeless.
along with an English translaMSA members held a question of the prayer, which is spo- tion-and-answer session to
ken in Arabic. Whalen cover two of the most controdescribed the prayer as versial and misunderstood top"almost a song and so synchro- ics about the Islamic religion:

the jihad, and the roles and
treatment ofwomen in Islamic ·
societies.
Students stuffed themselves
with dates and other Indian
dishes after nightfall, bringing
the most successful UCF FastA-Thon to a close.
About $14.58 was raised for
each person fasting for a final
total of about $2,318.
"In this event, we multi- .
tasked for doing a lot of good in
a very short time," Sheikh said.
A portion of the donations
from the evening will be given
to victims of the recent 7.6magnitude earthquak.e 'that
devastated Pakistan, leaving
about 2 million people homeless ·and more than 48,000
dead.
MSA and the Pakistani Stt!dent Association are planning
a fundraiser event set for
November.

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

._,

..

Tum that frown up-side down
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare ,in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trlals, Is conducting a medical.research study for individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all
study-related medical care will be provided at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to improve the
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more information.
.

...

•

CN-5
HEALTHCARE

Social Anxiety
Do you ·avoid social sit~ation.s?
•
•
•
·•
•
•

". '

Fear meeting people
Feel like you are being judged
Avoid spe~king -in front of others
Dislike parties
Fear embarrassiog yourself
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research .
study for adults, ages 18-65, who are e>1periencing these symptoms.
Study participants will rece~ve compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over night stay is required. Call to
schedule your appointment.

,-u
•:.

IOffice Hours: Mon-Thur 8arn-6pm & Frlday Barn-noon I
407-425-5100
1-877-928-5100

www.cnshealthcare.com
NAUSHEEN ANSARI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

More than 200 people attended the UCF Muslim Student Association's third annual Fast·A·Thon, which helped raise $2,138 that will benefit Orlando's homeless community.

Initi~tive provides some guidance for Florida schools
Al

dents whose schools have been
closed by the hurricanes.
director of communications.
The FloridaCARES InitiaDespite experiencing its tive set up a hotline and e-mail
highest enrollment in 43 years, address in order to quickly
Franklin Pierce College accept- enroll displaced students. It
ed 16 displaced students.
received more than 1,800
"With a little extra effort, we inquiries and enrolled (}~3 studidn't find this to be a huge dents in state universities.
financial sacrifice," Stuart said.
"The universities are work"It was a small price to pay to ing to give students financial
help these stude:pts."
aid," said Bill Edmonds, the
The University of Michigan director of communications
is funding tuition for tempo- for the FloddaCARES Initiarary students with financial aid tive. "We understand that the
and grants.
checkbook may have washed
According to its bylaws, the away. We had some students
University of Michigan must come in with nothing.·
charge tuition just to cover the
"But you're asking a lot for
cost for the students, said Kelly free tuition. We just don't have
Cunningham, the seniorpublic that option."
affairs specialist for the Unithe
FloriAlthough
versity of Michigan.
daCARES Initiative provides
In its decision to offer in- basic guidelines, it is not a
state tuition rates, UCF is fol- mandate that public universilowing the guidelines of the . ties must follow.
FloridaCARES Initiative, a proAs long as they follow the
.gram launched by the Florida rules ·and regulations estabBoard of Governors and the lished by their respective
Florida Department of Educa- Board of Trustees, the universition to encourage Florida's ties have flexibility in deterpublic schools to accept stu- mining how or if they will
FROM

accept displaced students, business, said. "The tuition
Edmonds said.
from the schools the students
"It's up to the universities to attended, like Tulane, should
decide," Edmonds said. "They be prorated and reimbursed."
could charge out-of-state
Attempts were made to contuition."
tact students transferring from
Public universities in the hurricane-affected areas, but
state· university system of the Registrar's Office refused
Florida have all offered to to give out student information
waive late fees and.provide dis- in accord with the Family Eduplaced students with in-state . cational Rights and Privacy
tuition.
. Act, which prote~ts the privacy
According to an order of student education records.
issued by Craig . ·Fugate, the
Some students are satisfied
state coordinating officer for with the help UCF is providing
the Florida Department of to displaced students.
Education, state universities
. "It's a pretty far distance to
and community colleges are expect free tuition,'' Rusfy
authorized "to waive existing Hein, a freshman majoring in
statutory and rule require- cinema studies, said. "The
ments relating to student school can't afford to give free
enrollment."
tuition to everyone."
Of the 40 students admitted
Other students say UCF
to UCF, 35 were undergraduate should be doing more.
"This is a great opportunity
students, including 26 who are
Florida residents. These resi- for the school to show that
dents already qualify for in- we're doing all that we can to
state tuition rates, and some help," Christina Simpson, a
also qualify for Bright. Futures. senior majoring in legal stud"I don't think UCF should ies, said. "It seems that other
provide a deal," Danny Hanff, a universities are stepping it upi
junior majoring . in general so should we."

Join us for the 4EVER KNIGHTS Pizza Party.
Members Only!

When: Monday, Oct. 31, 2005

•

Time: 7-8 p.m.

Where: Memory Mall
(Between HPA I and Classroom Bldg. I)

u~
F 14F..VER .
ALUMN.I ,£~~
www.ucfalumni.com
~

. ;''-../
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NOW o·P ENt
• ltalian Ice• Ice Cream• Gelatic1ta1ian1ce&Sott1ce

()

,r''if,P

Live Entertainment on Multip/'e Stages/:
Saliva, Breaking Benjami·n, 10 ¥ea:r~, Smile.
Empty Souli Marques Houston Young Rome,
YoungBloodZ, Shari,s sa, Click Fhte, Riha·n na,
Natasha Bedingfield and more·!

12271 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA
,JN THE UC-7 PLAZA, BEHIND MCDONAlD'S .,

ef407-277-7769.:,).
r-. - - . - - . - - . - - ·-- . - - . - - . - - . - - . - - . - - . - - . - ,

$2,000 CASH PRIZE to the Best Costume
in the 'Features' Costume Contest!

TAMM.

www.cc-events.org / 813.242.4828 For more InformatiQn
Guavaween is a fundraiser for the Ybor City Chamber of Commerce - Be sure to visit all of the. fine shops, restaurants, clubs,
.,
galleries and theatres that mak~Ybor great!
1

'

j

Bring: Your 4EK membership card and a blanket.

Ybor City - Tampa, fl,
Performances by·:

J

{

Why: Meet other 4EK members
and get FREE pizza before Movie Knight.

THE PARTY OF.THE YEAR IS BACK- GUAVAWEEN 2005!

October. 29, 2005

I

82.~~

BUY ANY SM, MED, OR LG
•ITALIAN ICE • ICE CREAM •GELATI
RECEIVE ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSERVALUE

407-277-7769
12271 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
OFF OF UNIVERSITY &ALAFAYA
Exp. November30th

L!.----·--·-- --·--·--·--·--·--·
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· csq1[~ge has long history Of budget difficulties.,
FROM< Al

.

(

'
credit hours. Becam~e
of the
composition component of
these classes and. the laborj.ntensive teaching and grad' ing, they must be small.
This fall; UCF admitted
6,500 freshmen - 500 more
~ than last fall. If each of those
students took English Composition, a popular firstsemester choice, UCF would
., have to create about 18 new
sections of English Composition.
"We have to rrteet the
' demand for general education," Seidel said.
In an attempt to alleviate
the budget. woes, ' Provost
Terry
Hickey
recently
announced that the College of
Arts and Sciences would be
, divided in January into two
colleges: the College of Sciences and the College of Arts
and Humanities.
~
The College of Arts and
Humanities will comprise
two divisions: Visual and Performing Arts, which will consist of the departments of art,
music and theater, and the
School of Film and Digital .
Media; and Humanities, consisting of the departments of
history, modern languages,
philosophy, and liberal and
interdisciplinary studies.
The College of Sciences
will comprise the Division of
Natural Sciences, which will
be made up of the departments of biology, chemistry,
mathematics, phy~ics and sta' tistics; and the Division of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, consisting of the
departments of anthropology,
·' political science, psychology
and sociology.
At a College of Arts and
ti Sciences faculty meeting last
Monday, Hickey explained his
plan to divide the school, as
well as even out some of the
' monetary inequities between
the individual departments.
A large part of the UCF
budget machine is the Pega1 sus model, which takes each
department and, based on the
amount of credit hours taken
in that department and com' pared to the state averages for
· that department, determines
how many faculty lines a
1 department receives. One faculty line represents one fulltime faculty member.
Often, administrators refer
~ to funding as a percentage of
the Pegasus model.
According to :ijickey, the
College of Arts and Sciences
., is funded at 83 percent of the
Pegasus model. When divided
into two, the College of Sci* ence will be at 72 percent of
the Pegasus model, while the
College of Arts and Humanities will be at 92 percent of the
' Pegasus model.
• Because of the disparity,
any spare funding in ttie near
future will be directed to the
~ College of Sciences, Hickey
said.
Su~h a college is notoriouso. ly diftlcult ·to fund. The natural sciences are especially
costly because of the need for
expensive and high-tech
"' equipment.
"When you hire a natural
scientist, you must buy them
equipment," Rogei; Handber~,
chair of the political science
department, said, "\Vithout·it,
they have nothirig to do.'j ...,
w
Hickey is making another
change. II). ' the. past, if a
department' receiyed a faculty
line, it kept 1that line when a
~ faculty member left, whether
the department needed that
position or not.
Now when a faculty mem~
"' ber leaves; the funding for
that position will revert to the
provost's office, which will
_. redistribute it according to
need. In theory, this will keep
individual departments from
receiving more funding than
they are entitled to.
"I felt, giving the changes
that are occurring in the institution, that we needed the
~ ability to free up some faculty
positions," he said. .
Seidel is enthusiastic about
the change.
"I think the split will allow
the p~ovost to provide more
monies," she said, "Especially
for the sciences."
Still, the Pegasus model is
not the only tool used to
determine c~llege funding,
she said; nor ·is the state of
Florida the only source for
1..

~ding.

~

1'Tue Pegasus momel shows

im chair of the department of ·
you· how many faculty lines Sciences is under-funded by throughout its existence.
you should have,'' she said. $9 million and under-staffed
"The dean has been very statistics and actuarial science,
"Not how. much you';e actual- by about 100 faculty members. open about the budget,'' he isn't as sure about the division.
"It appears we're robbing
1 ly·going to get."
Understaffed or not, the said. "It was not a surprise that
Eeter to pay Paul to bring the
'She said that many depart- college's budget problems will we're in trouble."
He speculates that this piay College of Science up,'' he said.
ments with the lowest number .cause some changes to, but not
of faculty lines receive funding eliminate, the summer cours- be due to the variety of majors "It's good for the sciences."
that make up the college,
Some support the division
from other sources. Seidel es, Seidel said.
"The provost has assured us
. "The difference was that for reasons other than fmanused the psychology department as an example.
that there will be money for arts a.nd sciences were a con- . cial ones.
Robert Dipboye, the chair
glomerate of departments
"].>sychology had 40 fac~ty summer courses,'' she said.
However, she added, the overshadowed by engineering of the psychology department,
lines, but they also receive
$580,000 just as dollars that college will primarily (ocus on and business," he said.
is one such supporter.
they use to hire adjuncts and general education classes and
"l personally support the
Still, Handberg said that
pay graduate students stipends classes that can be taught \o political science, which he split and believe that inany of
..: roughly the equivalent of large groups of students at described as not badly funded the psychology faculty sup· when compared with the other ports this reorganization as
eight more faculty lines,'' she once, such as chemistry.
sciences, will benefit from the well, although I have not taken
who
has
taught
Handberg,
•
said.
a vote," he ·said. "My opinion
"That said, they still neep. at UCF since 1972 and has been division of the college.
much more money: They are with the College of Arts and
''The provost has said that has nothing to do with the curSciences since its inception in the College of Sciences will get rent $5 million deficit or with
way under-funded."
She estimated that on the 1979, said the college has been more resources," he said.
my views of the current dean.
DaVi.d Nickerson, the inter- Having a college focused more
whole, the College of Arts and in financial trouble off-and-on

on the interests of the sciences, social sciences and natural sciences, would in my ...
opinion be in the interest of
fulfilling the research and
teaching missions of the science departments."
For her part, Seidel said she
hoped the division would
make the College of Sciences a
littl~ easier to manage and that
having two deans would give
each side more specialized
attention;
"I think having two deans,
one who gets up thinking
about arts and humanities and
another who focuses on the
sciences, will help," she said.
She added that having two
advisement offices would ease
the burden of the sometimes
overwhelmed OASIS office.
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SOME OF THE
PLACES WE FLY

Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)

Austin

Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
· (29 miles to downtown Washington, D.C.)

Chicago (Midway)

Ft. Lauderdale
(22 miles to downtown Miami)

••
•

Ft. Myers/Naples

·Harlingen/South Padre Island

Las Vegas

Los Angeles (LAX)

Oakland
(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)

Philadelphia

Phoenix

Pittsburgh

$

Providence
(A better way to Boston)

Reno/Tahoe
One-way with 14-day advance purchase

WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT SOUTHWEST.COM:.
Fares do not include a federal ex:cise tax of $3.20 per takeoff and Jandinq.
Wanna get-away? Now you can. Fly Southwest

and by October 31, 2005. Seats are limited.

Airlines for just $39 - $149 one-way wllen you

Fares may vary by destination and day of

purchase at southwest.com. Make sure to

travel and won't be available on some flights

purchase your ticket at least 14 days in advance

·that operate during very busy travel times.

Salt Lake City

San Diego

Seattle/Tacoma

,.

HAVE YOU DOWNLOADED ~DING·~ YET?

Tampa Bay

It's an exciting new way to get our amazing low fares and limited-time offers sent directly to your
desktop. So go to southwest.com and download "DING" today.

West Palm Beach
Service may not be available
from all cities. Offer applies to
published service only.

SOUTHWEST.COM®

Some flights operated by ATA Airlines.

"

..
'

Fares do not i~clude airport-asse.ssed passenger facility ~har9es (PFC) ~up to $9 and .a federal .September l!th Security Fee of up\t? $5 one-way. Tickets ~re nonrefun.dable but may be ilPPlied. toward ~uture travel on South~e~t Airlines.
Fares are subject t change until ticketed. Any change m itinerary mal result m an increase m fare. Service to and from Haw'\fi'1and Ora·nge County airports not included. Fares a r~'combmable with other Southwest Airlines fares.
1
If combining with other fares, all ticketing restrictions apply. ©2002. 2005 Southwest Ai ines Co.
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7: TULANE 24, UCP 34

Knights
get two
key wins
on road

LOOKING BACK

Knights run
through Green
Wave
Steven Moffett was error free,
while two UCF running backs led
the offense to victory under the
. lights on Friday.'UCF freshman
cornerback Joe Burnett made a
name for himself with two key
plays. See how the Knights put it
all together.

Women's soccer
team tied for first
place in C-USA

Story,A13
DOUBLE THREAT

Smith shows
versatility with
pass

NADA TAHA
Staff Writer

UCF freshman running back Kevin
Smith proved on Friday night that
he can find the end zone in a
variety of ways. Smith scored a
touchdown on arun in the first
half and found tight end Darcy
Johnson with atouchdown pass
in the third quarter. Get the real
story behind the play.

Story,A11
AROUND C-USA

Golden Eagles
remain in control
with win
~falls to Southern Miss as the

Golden Eagles remain tied with
the Knights atop C-USA's East
Division. Find out how other CUSA teams did over the weekend
and get full C-USA standings.

REBECCA BARNETT I CENrRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, 1

UCF receiver Mike Walker, left, and running back Jason Peters, right, celebrate Peters' SO-yard touchdown run in the second quarter of the Knights' 34-24 win over Tulane in Orlando Friday night.

Getting back to

Around C-USA,A13
STATE &NATION

Young and
Horns' hook.
·Texas Tech
No. 2Texas rolls over Texas Tech,
while Florida State and Notre
Dame bounce back with
convincing victories. Also, an
accident after aMinnesota-Morris
football game turns an on-field
celebration into atragedy.

State &nation, A11
MEN'S SOCCER

Wilma delays

Football team picks up third home ,win·of year, keeps pace
with Southern Miss atop Conference USA East Division
.

~eymatches

Due to Hurricane Wilma, two key
UCF C-USA home matches were
postponed over the weekend. The
Knights were scheduled to face
East Carolina on Friday and South
. Carolina on Sunday, but with the
Hurricane Wilma threateningthe
decision was made to delay the
matches. No date has been
disclosed.

Story,A12

NEXT ISSUE
COMING THURSDAY

Football team
readies for
Pirates
In atie for first in C-USA's East
Division, football is gearing up for
apivotal conference road game at
East Carolina. Check out what the
Knights must do to challenge the
Pirates in the Future's game
preview.

GAME
TIME
Football:
Saturday, at East Carolina
2 p.m., Greenville, N.C.

Men's Golf:

Today, lsleworth/UCF Collegiate
Invitational
Final Round

Men's soccer

Friday, at UAB
8 p.m., Birmingham, Ala.
Sunday, at Memphis
2p.m., Memphis, Tenn.

Women's soccer
Friday, vs. Rice
7 p.m., UCF Soccer Complex
Sunday, vs. Houston
2 p.m. UCF Soccer Complex

Volleyball

Friday, at UAB
8 p.m.,Birmingham,Ala.
Sunday, at Memphis
2 p.m., Memphis, Tenn.

·"
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ANDY VASQUEZ

From the

Sports Editor

T

he UCF !ootball team's game against
Tulane over the weekend was anything but routine.
. After Hurricane Wilma forced
only the sixth Friday game in UCF football history and dumped rain on Orlando for much of
the day, the skies cleared minutes before kickoff,
making for an unexpectedly dry night.
'
Once play got under way on the muddy field,
a sparse crowd of 15,009 at the Citrus Bowl
watched two UCF running backs each gain
more than 100 yards on the ground, one UCF
running back throw a touchdown and the
Knights pick up a key 34-24 win over the Green 'Wave.
For the UCF football team this was anything
but casual Friday.
The win pushed the Knights' record to 3-1 in
Conference USA, and UCF kept pace with
Southern Miss for first place in the East Division.
The Knights, 4-3 overall, are now two wins
away from becoming eligible for a bowl game, a
goal that UCF has been chasing since before the
season.
"Each win is very important,'' UCF running
back Kevin Smith said. "It's another step toward
our goal, which is [to play in] a bowl game." ,
"I told the team it was a great conference
win,'' UCF Coach George O'Leary said. ''.And I
MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
congratulated the team on it ... I'm not going to
UCF outside linebacker James Cook leaves the field after UCF's 34-24 win over
get into bowl games because it's a long way Tulane on Saturday night. The Knights have won all three games at home.
away."
CONFERENCE USA
. After building a 34-17 lead in the third quarter; the Knights struggled while the Green Wave
pulled to within 10 points in the fourth quarter.
CONFERENCE
OVERALL
LAST GAME
With the score 34-24 in the fourth quarter, UCF
3-1
4-2
Win, atUAB
Southern Miss
Win, vs. Tulane
3-1
UCF
4-3
freshman comerback Joe Burnett had two interWin, atECU
'3-2
4-3
ceptions to seal the game for the Knights. Bur-. Memphis
2-2
3-4
Loss, vs.Memph.
East Carolina
nett's.final interception c~e in a key spot, after
Loss, vs.UTEP
3-4
2-2
Marshall
Loss, vs.USM
3-4
Tulane had driven to the 15-yard line.
UAB
1-3
Green Wave quarterback Lester Ricard was
looking for a touchdown to pull Tulane within
three points; but Burnett saw the play develop
and leaped for the interception.
CONFERENCE
OVERALL
LAST GAME
"I thought that was a key play that Burnett Tulsa
5-3
Win,at.SMU
4-1
Win, at Marshall
UTEP
3-1
5-1
made at the end of the game," O'Leary said. "He
Win, vs. Miss. St.
Houston
2-2
4-3
does so many things well, you'd like to have a
Tulane
Loss, at UCF
1-3
2-4

· East Division Standings

West Division Standings

PLEASE SEE

.

SMU
Rice

FOOTBALL ON A13

1-4
0-3

Loss, vs. Tulsa
Loss, vs.Navy

2-6
0-6

Kicker controversy?

picks up
first -win in
October

Unexpected pick
UCF defensive tackle Frisner Nelson
did something Friday night he hasn't done
· in fouryears as a Knight: intercept a pass.
On Tulane5 second play from scrimmage, and its first passing play, Nelson
dropped back into coverage and picked off
quarterback Lester Ricard5 throw:
The interception and Nelsons ensuing 3-yard return ga,vethe Knights the ball
on the Tulane 19-yard line, and led to a
field goal which gave UCFa 3-0 lead.
Nelson,, who is 6 feet 3 and 280
pounds, was excited about his first-ever
interception but said he had hoped to
score atouchdown.
"When it landed in my hands, Iwas
just looking for the nearest sideline, trying
to take it up to the house." Nelson said."I
didn't actually get it up there,but Ithought
Ilooked pretty sexy holding the ball."

Sweet redemption

Freshman'strong safety Jason Venson
and true freshman comerbackJoe Burnett
each had something to prove this week.
Venson struggled in practice before
the Southern Miss game·and didn't play,
but he came back strong against Tulane.
PLEASE SEE

FROM ON A13
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SOCCER ONA12

Volleyball_

"Each win is important, it's another step·toward our goal, which is a bowl game ... Next
week we've got to come out and work harder and get another win."
- UCF RUNNING BACK KEVIN SMITH, ON THE KNIGHTS' 34-24 WIN OVER TULANE

PLEASE SEE

sidelines

Well, not exactly. UCFCoach George
O'Leary chose backup kicker'John Brown
to kick field goals in Saturday's game
. against Tulane. The reason? Starting kicker
Matt Prater missed a team meeting last
week.
''You don't miss those things,"O'Leary
said of the meeting."And I'm not the type
to let things ride like that."
Prater still handled the Knights' kickoffs, but O'Leary stayed with Brown even
after he missed two field goals.
"Iwas tempted that last one to kick
Prater,"O'Leary said. "But Matt [Prater] .
basically was sat ' for self-inflicted
wounds."
As far gs who will be the starter
against East Carolina, a safe bet is Prater,
barring any more missed team meetings.
"I made the decision to kick John
Brown ... but Matt [Prater] is the best
kicker we have,"O'Leary said.

/A

The UCF women's soccer
team defeated UAB on Sunday,
putting the Golden Knights in
prime position for a Conference
USA regular-season title.
The Knights' 2-1 win in ov~r
time improved their record to 9-9
in the season and 6-1 in Conference USA UCF is now tied with
SMU for first place.
Shannon Wmg started things
off, scoring five minutes into the
match. Hannah Wilde's shot on
goal deflected, giving Wing the
chance to finish it off.
The goal was Wmg's third in
three consecutive games and her
third goal of the season.
UCF's strong defense kept the
Blazers scoreless until the last
few minutes of the hal£
It wasn't uritil the 39th minute
that UAB freshman Nadine Liverpool was able to tie the score.
Liverpool took the ball up the
field and shot it past Snaman, and
the score was tied at halftime.
The Knights outshot the Blazers 12-8 in the fil"St half and held a
3-t<hl advantage in comer kicks.
The UCF offensive strike continued into the second half as the
Knights fought off a persistent
UAB offense.
The Blazers kept possession
for the majority ofthe second half
-and outshot UCF 9-7.
But UCF kept the offensive
pressure on.
Roberta Pelarigo led the team
with eight shots, and Michelle
DeCespedes and Wtlde record-

'

Win over Tigers·
ends losing streak

')

ANDY JACOBSOHN
Staff Writer
I

1

· The U CF volleyball team Sunday won its first match since
Sept 30 with a Conference USA
road victory over Tulane.
•'1
The Golden Knights beat the
Green Wave, ending their eightgame losing streak, which began ·
Oct. 2 against Memphis.
~
"This was a really good thing
for us,'' Coach Meg Colado said.
Since the Knights started Con- l ·
ference USA play, they have gone
3-8 and 5-13 for the regular season, placing them third to last in
C-USA standings.
il'
On Sunday, the win came in
five games (30-27, 25-30, 30-24, 2931, 16-14) in College Station, Texas, .
at the G. Rollie White Coliseum ·~
on the Texas A&M University
campus.
The Green Wave fell to 2-8 for
their regular season tecord and 16 in C-USA
Tulane has had to play all its
home matches at College Station
due to the destruction of New
Orleans by Hurricane Katrina
The Knights hit .193 for the
.
match. Helping the .cause
was ~·
junior outside hitter Maina Heming, who earned her career-high
in kills with 22 and adding seven ~
digs.
Junior setter Leah Alexander
posted a career-best 60 assists
f,
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Memorial service set for student
hit by goal post after celebration
'\
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, MORRIS, Minn. A
memorial service will be held
this week for a University of
Minnesota-Morris student
who 9.ied after football players
and fans exhilarated by a dou- ·
ble-overtime Homecoming
win pulled down a goal post.
Richard Thomas Rose 20
a junior from Benton CitY,
Wash., who played on the
men's basketball team, was
pronounced dead at a hospital
Saturday after attempts to
revive him on the field failed
school officials said. No on~
else was hurt..
,
Results . of a coroner's
investigation to determine the
-'e xact cause of death are
expected Monday, but Chancellor Sam Schuman said the
presumption was that Rose
was hit by the goal post.
Patrick Van Zandt, a junior
from St. Paul, Minn., said he
was standing at the front of
the stadium when he saw a
Morris player grab a sledge
hammer from under the
bench and uniformed team
members run to the goal post.
"It started out with a few
standing or hanging on it, then
a big crowd surrounding it,"
Van Zandt told The Associated Press. "They rocked it up
and down and the metal started to bend, until the point it
snapped. The crowd cheered.
I was looking and then saw .
someone on the ground with
the pole laying on top of
them." ·
Chancellor Samuel Schuman, who also was at the
game, said the majority of
those involved in pulling
down the goal post were fans.
"There· may have been a
couple of members of the
team, but majority were fans.
It was not the team," Schuman
said.
Van Zandt said it took several people to lift the goal post
offRose.
"They did CPR for at least
10 minutes, then put him ·on
the stretcher and put him in
the ambulance," he said.
Morris had just defeated
Crown College 34-28
double overtime and the stands
were full, with about 1,000 .
fans watching the last football
game at Cougar Field. The
Cougars move to a new stadium next season.
Minnesota-Morris is a pub- ·
lie liberal arts school of about
1,700 students in West-Central Minnesota, about 135
miles northwest of Minneapolis.

run for the Rose Bowl.
Looking to start 7-0 for the
first time since 1976 and move
into national title contention,
the high-scoring, pass-happy
Red Raiders (6-1, 3-1) couldn't
keep up with Young and the
Longhorns (7-0, 4-0).
Other than a three-point win
at Ohio State, Texas' average
margin of victory is 37 points.
Cody Hodges did his best to
keep the Red Raiders from getting blown off the field, going
· 42-for-64 for 369 yards and two
touchdown passes.
Texas withstood the barrage
of short passes from Tech's Air
Raid offense, made a couple of
momentum changing special
teams plays in the first half and
countered with a balanced and
relentless attack l~d by Young.
The Reisman Trophy contender threw two early interceptions, matching a career
high, but finished 12-for-22 for
239 yards. He showed off his
smooth stride on a 10-yard
touchdown run that made it 4517 ill the third quarter and finished with 45 yards on seven
carries:

Stovall, and No. 9 Notre Dame
ended a four-game home losing
streak.
Tite Fighting Irish (5-2), who
were beaten by BYU last season
when they were held to 11 yards
rushing, didn't try to run the
much against the Cougars (3-4),
inst~.ad depending on Quinn's
passing to open up the BYU
defense.
Quinn broke the mark of five
touchdown passes he set in an
overtime loss against Michigan
State earlier this season. He was
25-of-30 passing in the first half
for a school-record 287 yards,
and finished 32-of-41 passing.
It was the first home win for
Charlie Weis, who is the first
Irish coach to lose his fITst two
home games since Frank E. Hering inl896..
.Stovall, the fll'St Irish receiver with four touchdown catches
iIJ. a game, caught a career-high ,
14 passes for 207 yards. Jeff
Samardzija had 10 catches for
152 yards and two touch,downs.
Stovall and Samardzija became
the first Irish receivers to each
have more than 10 catches in
th~ same game.

No. 9 Notre Dame 49,
Brigham Young 23

No. 11 Florida State 55,
Duke24

SOUTH BEND, . Ind.
Brady Quinn threw for 467
yards and a school-record six
touchdowns, four to Maurice

DURHAM, N.C. - Drew
Weatherford threw two touthPLEASE SEE

-
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UCF true freshman running back Kevin Smith can do it all. Not only did Smith run for more than 100 yards for the third time this
season, he als~ threw a touchdown pass in the third quarter, above, to senior tight end Darcy Johnson. Smith says he has never
thrown a pass ma game before, but he had been preparing for the chance."Iwanted to show coach [George O'Leary] that Icould
throw the ball so we could do the play, because Darcy Johnson loves the play ... Icame out and threw a ball that Darcy could catch.'''
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NQ. 2Texas 52,
No. lOTexasTech 17
AUSTIN, Texas - Vince
Young threw for two touchdowns and ran for another and
No. 2 Texas handed the lOthranked Red Raiders their first
loss of the season in a victory
that should do nothing but
help the Longhorns in their
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Get tbere eany to grab a great sent
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free vovrorn, bot cbocolnte a11d
M&~rs before tbe sboWing of 'fiu1
Dorto11·:s ve~ion of Cbndie and the
Chocolate Factory.
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down passes and backup
Xavier Lee added two of his
own to help No. 11 Florida
State bounce back from its
firs.t loss of the season.
Greg Carr caught three of
the touchdowns and t):lirdstring tailback Antone Smith
ran for two scores for the
Seminoles (6-1, 3-1 Atlantic
Coast· Conference), who still
struggled to generate a running game against the outmanned. Blue Devils (1-7, 0-5).
Smith was the leading rusher
with 76 yards, and 45 of those
came on a spectacular run
early i'n the fourth quarter
with the outcome no longer in
doubt.
On fourth-and-2, Smith
broke five tackles near the line
of scrimmage - including a
couple deep in his own backfield - then dove through
. another at the goal line.
Weatherford anci Lee more
than made up for the lack of
success on the ground. Com. bined, they were 34-for-49 for
376 yards against the fourthbest pass defense in the ACC
to help Florida State improve
to 14-0 in the series.

No.4 Georgia 23,
Arkansas20
ATHENS, Ga. - Georgia
senior quarterback D.J. Shockley went down with a knee
injury in the first half, marring
the Bulldogs' victory and mal<ing it unlikely he will play in a
crucial game against Florida
s4ockley threw an 11-yard
·to,HChdown pass to Bryan
Mcclendon on Georgia's first
possession, and Joe Tereshinski did just enough in relief to
keep the Bulldogs (7-0, 5-0
Southeastern Conference) on
course for a spot in the SEC
championship game. They can
clinch the Eastern Division
title as early as next weekend
with a win over rival Florida.
Darren McFadden rushed
for 190 yards to set a couple of
Arkansas freshman records.
He also scored a pair of touchdowns, the first on a stunning
70-yard run.
. The Razorbacks (2-5, 0-4)
managed to keep things close
after Shockley's ~njury, but
couldn't pull off the upset.
Georgia largely turned things
over to its defense, settling for
three field goals by Brandon
Coutu for an uninspiring victory over a 19-point underdog.

Alabama6;
No. 17 Tennessee 3
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. Jamie Christensen's 34-yard
field goal with 13 seconds left
gaye No. 5 Alabama only its
second win in 11 seasons over
its bitter rival.
It was Christensen's second
straight game-winner, but it
was a fumble by Tennessee
near the end zone on the Volunteers' previous possession
. that proved to be the key.
Tennessee (3-3, 2-3 Southeastern Conference) appeared
poised to tal<e the lead when it
had the ball first-and-goal at
· the Alabama 3. A 1-yard loss by
Arian Foster was followed by
quarterback Rick Clausen getting penalized for attempting a
pass across the line of scrimmage.
On third-and-goal from the
15, Cory Anderson caught a
swing pass. Alabama's Roman
Harper jarred the ball loose
near the goal line and it
bounced out of the end zone
with 5:08 left, giving the Tide
(7-0, 5-0) the ball and stopping
Tennessee's hopes of kicking a
field goal.

No. 8 UCLA 51,
Oregon State 28
PASADENA, Calif. - Drew
Olson threw for a UCLArecord six touchdowns, and
Maurice Drew accounted for
250 yards and two scores in
the Bruins' victory over Oregon State (4-3, 2-2 Pac-10).
Olson had tied the school
record of five touchdowns
passes held by Cade ·
McNown - a week earlier in
an overtime win over Wash. ington State.
The Bruins (4-0 Pac-10) are
, 7-0 for the first time since 1998
and only the fourth time since
1954.
>
Olson completed scoring
throws of 43 and 20 yards to
Drew, 2 and 3 yards to
Marcedes Lewis, 48 yards to
Ryan Moya and 46 yards to
Brandon Breazell.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hurricane Wilma delays
two men's soccer matches

·•

Storm postpones.weekend
home.games for Knight~
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The BCF men's' soccer team was looking
forward to two crucial conference matches
versus East Carolina and South Carolina this
past weekend.
But, due to Hurricane Wilma, they will have
to wait.
. Conference USA on Thursday postponed
both games due to the threat of the weather. As
of Monday, no mal<eup date had been set for
either contest.
Although UCF Coach Brent Erwin knows
how important every remaining game is for his
team, he agreed with C-USA's decision.
"The safety of the student-athletes comes to
mind first in these types -of situations," Erwin
said. "I commend Cbnference USA for making
REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the responsible decision and keeping the teams UCF and defender Philip Michael Hall had the we~kend off.
out of harm's way. .
Meanwhile, the Knights will prepare for
''We hope to have Fbe matches rescheduled
soon so that the fans will have the opportunity · their next match, on the road against Alabama:Birmingham at 8 p.m. Friday. .
to see some top collegiate soccer." ·
UAB (8-6-1overall,3-3-1 in C-USA) has had
The Golden Knights' (6-5-1, 1-3-1 in C-USA)
currently sit in ninth place in C-USA with four a rollercoaster season in conference. The Blaz·
.
points.
ers won consecutive games on the road two
But, with a couple of wins in their final few weeks ago against Memphis and Marshall.
But the Blazers most recently lost Sunday at
games, the Knights could catapult themselves
right back into the conference picture..The dif- Kentucky, 4-1.
The Blazers are one of three teams tied for
ference between third and ninth place in Cthird place in C-USA with 10 points.
USA is just six points.

Soccer team winning in C-USA

,.

..

•

·Rough Weekend?

"

. "
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
. derly Conduct? .Fake.ID?. ?
D isor
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.

YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP

.

~.
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UCF forward Hannah Wilde helped the Knights' offense generate scoring chances throughout the two-game road trip over the weekend.
FROM A10 .

ing three shots each.
UAB controlled the ball in
the second half and outshot
UCF, but Knights finished with
the overall shot advantage, 19.-17.
Liverpool had a chance to
add another goal with 20 minutes left in second half only to
be stopped on a miraculous
dive by Kate McCain in front of
UCFs goal line.
It was just six minutes into
the extra period when Pelarigo
converted one of her shots into
a goal with an assist from
Kristin Bilby.
The goal and the win took
UCF one step closer to a title,
head coach Amanda Cromwell
said.
"This win was big with
points;' she said.
"It will be interesting to see
what happens today around the
league. We have huge games
coming up with Rice and Houston, so nothing is settled yet by
.,
any means. .
''We· gave otirselves a better
shot at winning conference."

The Knights picked up
another one-goal win earlier in
the road trip.
In the first meeting between
tJCF and Memphis in women's
soccer, the Knights snapped the
Tigers' three-game winning
streak, 1-0.
Although the first half
ended with even possession on
both sides ofthe field, UCF still
managed to outshoot Memphis, 7-6. .
Memphis had plenty of
scoring opportunities, but goalkeeper Julie Snaman deflep:ed
five shots, including a strong
attempt by freshman forward
Kylie Hayes.
With 10 minutes left in the
first half, Hayes took a longpass
into a one-on-one breakaway
against Snaman, whose made a
diving save.
The scoreless tie continued
deep into the second half until
Wmg scored. .
.
Tiger goalkeeper Isabel
Briones sent two shots into corner kicks, one of which turned
into Wmg's scoring opportunity..

With only 15 minutes left,
Courtney Baines sent the second kick straight to Wmg, who
headed the ball past a defender
and out of Briones' reach.
The Knights took the advantage in comer kicks, 4-2, ~d
shots, 16-14.
UCF Coach Amanda
Cromwell seemed to think the
numbers weren't enough.
''We did not play as well
tonight as we should have but
still found a way to win," she
said.
Snaman recorded eight
saves in the shutout
Cromwell said she thinks
defense is just as important as
offense in games like these.
"The back line held strong,
and Julie (Snaman) came up
big with a couple of saves," she
said. "That is huge in conference play."
The Knights finish the regular season with Senior Weekend. They play Rice at 7 p.m.
Friday and Houston at 1 p.m.
Sunday.
The C-USA tournament will
be held in Houst9n Nov. 2-4.

J
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Win ~ofnes after losing eight straight
FROM A10

and contributed with eight digs
and three service aces.
Also contributing was soph. omore outside hitter Schanell
Neiderworder with her fourth
consecutive double-double.
She ended her night with 14
kills and 10 digs. Fellow outside
hitter sophomore Lonn Lukas
tallied 12 kills and eight digs.
Freshman libero Lindsay
Randazzo finished with a
match-high 20 digs. Jenny Heppert, the freshman middle
blocker. added a career-best ll
kills and posted six blocks.
In the fifth game, 1\.tlane
held o~ to a 9-5 point advantage
until the Knights stormed back
with a 11-5 run.
"Tulane played really well,
and it was a tough match,"
Colado said. ''We had our ups
and downs, but we were able to
pull out the win in five games."
Sara Radosevic led Tulane
and the match with a high of 31

kills arid posting 11 digs, earning
her , a double-double. Luna
Rebrovic, along with Radosevic had adouble-double with
65 assists $id 18 digs. The
Green Wave's Bridget Wells
also tallied 16 kills.
Though the weekend ended
on a positive note, the twogame road trip got off to a
. rough start Friday in another
part of Texas. .
The Knights lost their
eighth straight league match to
UTEP on Friday night in three
games (21-30, 26-30, 24-30) at El
' Paso, Texas, in the Memorial
Gym. This was the first of a
four-match road trip for the
team.

The Knights fell to 4-13 for
the regular season, and 2-8 in
Conference USA UTEP (14-7,
4-4) is now eighth in the conference, two spots above UCE
On Friday, Neiderworder
was th~ only player to reach a
doubl~ouble, with 11 kills and
10 digs..[t was her third con: ~-

utive double-double.
Heming tallied 12 digs and
seven kills. Randazzo posted 13 /
digs, a team-high. Also with a
team high was sophomore setter Kim Clonan who had 19
assists.
The team had 12 blocks.
Junior middle blocker Jana
Mitchell contributed six, and
Neiderworder added five of
her own.
,
The Knights averaged a .068
hitting'percentage, while the
Miners dialed in with .150.
The Knights and Miners
were close with attack errors,
26 and 27, respectively.
Helping the Miners out was
Kari Stacy, who posted her sixth
double-double of the season, .
with 14 kills and 12 digs. Jaymie
Swift added her second double-.
double with 35 assists and 13
digs. Christie Murphy had 12
kills, and Brittany Flowers
added 11 digs to the UTEP win.
The loss <tXtended the
UTEP series advantage to 2-0.

l ')

Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!
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GAME

INSIDE

THE

NUMBERS

0

UCFhad no
tu movers after
giving up five in
the first half a
week before at
Southern Miss.

The Knights
forced five Tulane
turnovers;fhree
coming in the
first half ofthe
win Friday.

s

7: TULANE 24. UCF 34

18

The Knights had
18 penalties,
which gave the
Green Wave a
total of160yards
on Friday.

48

In 48 rushing
attempts the
Knights gained
286 yards, their
highest total ever
in Division 'I-A.

PLAY OF THE GAME

Kevin Smith

UCF pushed its lead to 34-17 inthe third quarter
when running back Kevin Smith passed it to
tight end Darcy Johnson for the score.

\

'

KEY STATS
Tulane:

Time of possession -21 :53

· UCF:

i

•. 11•r

nme of possession - 38:07
nrt
-¥
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AROUND C-USA
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~
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South~m Miss vs. UAB

Three touchdown passes from Dustin r ;
Almond ensured Southern Miss wouldn't sue- cumb to a fierce rally from UAB Friday night. ;
After taking a 17-0 lead, UAB rallied to ,:
bring the game as close as 34-28 with 5:51 to ,
play. The Golden Eagles were able to fight off"~
the rally with a 73-yard drive that ended with·:-;.
a Darren Mccaleb field goal for a final score of ~
37-28.
~
Southern Miss is now riding a four- game, ,
winning streak, while UAB is victim to three " ~
straight losses.
,
·
.,:]
. ·Once again, Blazers quarterback Darrell.,,./
Hackney was on top of his game. Hackney •,
·completed 29-of-42 for 407 yards and three JU
touchdowns. Yet the giant numbers of Hack- -d
ney couldn't keep up with Almond and the ; 9
early deficit he inflicted on the Blazers.
...;,
"
4rt

Houston vs.Mississippi State
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·UCF junior running back Jason Peters breaks a SO-yard touchdown run in the second quarter of UCF's 34-24 win over Tulane at the Citrus Bowl on Friday night. Peters, who going into the game was listed as the Knights' No. 3
tailback, had his best game at UCF with 111 yards on only nine carries including the SO-yard touchdown run, giving UCF the lead. Before Friday's game Coach George O'Leary had used Peters primarily in short yardage
situations."l'm a heavier back," Peters said."So I tend to lean forward and fall forward, whenever Iget tackled.So coach would usually put me in when it was time to get a 2-yard run or whatnot. But [on Friday] coach gave me a
run on a first down." On Peters' first run on first down, he ran for 1i yards and on the very next play, also a first down, Peters found the end zone.The breakthrough performance by the former junior college standout was not a
surprise to O'Leary, who says Peters brings a un!que·style to the backfield."Jason Peters is a good running back," O'Leary said."We have three ... different style type guys that keep pounding t~e line of scrimmage."

Tulane has no answer for run game
,t

Knights use success on ground to pick up ·.·
third victory of season at the Citrus Bowl
.

CHRIS HOYLER
StaffWriter

.i

·\

ti
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It is not always going to be this easy.
Teams are not always going to be
playing their sixth game in their sixth
different stadium, nor will they be
without a place to call home.
Tulane may have fit the bill for this
week, but the inconsistency that
haunted the UCF football team must
change ifthey are to stay in the race for
the Conference USA title.
Backed by a strong running game
and the aid of a plus-five turnover
ratio, the Knights were able to hold off
the pesky Green Wave, who threatened several times in the fourth quarter before interceptions settled the
game at 34-24.
. Before the daunting task of a road
game at East Carolina is approached,
let's look back at how the Knights
escaped with a victory on Friday night.

UCF won because••.
Knights tailback Jason Peters
showed why he was one of the most
sought-after junior college recruits in
the ·nation. The junior running back
changed the balance ofthe game in the
second quarter, breaking off back-toback runs of 12 and 50 yards, the second of which reclaimed the lead for
UCF at 20-14. .
Peters rushed the ball just nine
times on the night, but was by far the
most dynamic player· on the field.

.

With all due respect to standout freshman running back Kevin Smith, Peters
is the best running back bn the team
and possibly the best in the conference
other than not DeAngelo Williams.
He has the vision and confidence
that comes with experience; something Smith will have in time. And
while Smith usually has the benefit of
a pulling guard to create a hole, Peters
is able to make something out of nothing on simple sweep plays, turning a
small hole into a50-yard crater that the
opposing team must dig itself out 0£

Tulane lost because... ·
They turned the ball over five
times. Even if they were able to force
one UCF turnover, which they didn't,
it would ;not have made up for the
Green Wave leaving points on .the
field. Two of Ricard's interceptions
came in UCF territory, including one
inside the red zone.
"Defensively they ran over us, you
are not going to beat anybody that
way," Tulane Coach Chris Scelfo said
''You turn the ball over five times, you
get whipped on defense, you are not
going to win."

The momentum shifted When ...
Joe Burnett became a star. The true
freshman comer showed the heart of a
four-year starter, getting beat by Terranova on a 44-yard reception in the second quarter.

It looked like the momerttum was
going right back to Tulane following
Peters' touchdown, but two plays later
Burnett sKied to tip a Ricard fade pass
to the end zone, which ended up in the
hands of UCF linebacker Ronnell
Sandy.
Burnett also intercepted Ricard late
in the fourth quarter and had a 34-yard
punt return on his only opportunity.
Burnett should be commended for his
effort, especially considering the difficult game he had against Southern
Miss. He learned his lesson and is on
his way to becoming a shutdown cornerback.
"Joe [Burnett] had a great game,"
UCF defensive end Chris Welsh said
"He stepped up for us when we needed him to and that's great for a young
guy to do that, he's .really doing well
and doing some great things."

Drive of the game ... ·
The 86-yard drive in the third quarter was more important than it
seemed at the time, as it covered 4:48
and left Tulane in a position where
they had to go to a no hudp.le offense.
The Knights were able to overcome a holding penalty on Venson's
kickoff return, as Kevin Smith took the
first play 44 yards to the Tulane 42.
They converted three third downs
on the drive, including the touchdown
play of Smith taking a halfback toss
and throwing it to~ uncovered Darcy
Johnson in the back comer of the end
zone.

Raining on the parade•..
The Knights racked up an embar-

G~me balls •••
Offense: Jason Peters
Defense:Joe Burnett
Special teams: Joe Burnett
rassing 18 penalties. They lost 160
yards on those fouls, and were it not
for some outstanding individual
efforts, the game would have been
much closer or possibly flipped in
Tulane's favor.
"That's the first thing [Coach
O'Leary] talked about,'' Moffett said.
''He said we need to get that corrected
before next week and we need to get
that corrected because that could have
killed us."
Again, UCF can not expect every
team to turn the ball over as much as
Tulane, who, even if they will not
admit it, look like a team that has been
mentally and physically fatigued by
their circumstances. ECU is not on the
level of UCF in terms of talent, but
Skip Holtz is a good enough coach to
exploit this type of sloppy play.

What this means...
Southern Miss was able to go to
Birmingham and upset UAB, so the
Knights still are at the mercy of the
Golden Eagles in the race for the Eastern Division crown.
·
However, they are now just two
games away from becoming bowl eli~
gible, a feat that seemed impossible
·
after the USF game.
"This was very important," Burnett
said. ''With the big goal we have; trying
to make it to a bowl game:'

·Football hoping to reach lofty goal one week at a time
A10

Moffett had a steady, mistake-free ·
performance, completing 17-of-29 for
dozen of those gtiy's and continue · 190 yards and a touchdown. After
from there."
being sacked six times against SouthBurnett's tip of a pass in the comer ern Miss, Moffett was,n't brought
-.1 of the end zone in the second quarter
down behind the line of scrimmage
led to an interception by middle line- once against Tulane.
backer Ronnell Sandy.
Moffett spread the ball around,
Burnett was also a key asset on completing passes to five receivers.
special teams. . His 34-yard punt Senior receiver Brandon Marshall
return to the Tulane 40-yard line in tied his career high with 10 rec.e pthe second quarter led to a UCF tions for 110 yards, and receiver Mike
,_ touchdown, giving the Knights their Walker had three catches for 32 yards
halftime lead of27-14.
and a touchdown.
The UCF running game paced the
In stark contrast to the previous
offense, accounting for 286 of its 488 week's game at Southern Miss; the
total yards. The rushing total was the . Knights were able to protect the ball
highest in UCF's Division I-A history. and keep their defense off the field.
For the first time since 1992; the
When the UCF defense was on
Knights had two players run for more the field, it was making big plays. A
than 100 yards in the same game.
week after surrendering five
Junior running back Jason Peters turnovers in the first half, the Knights
had 111 yards on only nine carries, took the ball away from Tulane five
including a 50-yard touchdown run times.
to give UCF the lead for good in the
UCF senior defensive ·tackle Frissecond quarter. Smith had 113 yards · ner Nelson said Tulane was trying to
on 18 carries, eclipsing the 100-yard capitalize on Burnett's inexperience,
mark for the third time this season.
a strategy that proved to backfire.
Smith's effectiveness went be"I think tonight Joe Burnett was
yond carrying the ball.
phenomenal," Nelson said. "They
In the third quarter he found sen- tried to pick on him early, and I think
ior tight end Darcy Johnson for a 12- that was their downfall. They thought
yard touchdown pass on a designed that because he was young they could
play. Smith's first career touchdown take advantage of him, and in the end
pass marked the first time he has ever he ended up taking advantage of
thrown the ball in a football game, . them and getting us off the field and
high school or college.
. making some big plays."
~ UCF junior quar terback Steven
With the turnover problem rectiFROM

From the sidelines
F~OM

A10

Venson had an interception on defense and was key on special teams with three kickoff returns for 76 yards.
"I struggle in practice sometimes,"Venson said."But I
want to pick it up for [Coach O'Leary], because I want to
help the team win.I think Ishowed him that I can pick it
up."
Burnett had his own struggles against Southern Miss.
He fumbled a punt in the first quarter and seemed out of·
synch in coverage throughout the·game. He redeemed
himself with a breakthrough performance against Tulane.
Burnett had his first two career interceptions and tipped a
pass that caused another.
"I knew Ihad to be focused and play harder," Burnett
said."Going into Southern Miss, Iwasn't ment~lly in the
game at all. Iknew Ihad to be in this one, and be focused
and ready to play."
I

Chemistry building

REBECCA BARNEIT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior defensive end Chris Welsh was recovering
from illness going into Friday's game against Tulane and
consequently didn't perform up to his standards.Watching
his teammates pick up the slack impressed Welsh.
. "I'm recovering from being pretty sick, and I really
could have had a better game,''Welsh said."l looked to my
right and left and saw guys that were stepping up and
doing things that Iwasn't able to.do, and that's when you
start feeling that you're really starting to mesh as a team."
Welsh said the chemistry on defense was showing
itself by way of recovery.
"Even though thin9s may go wrong and things don't
work out as planned,we're able to overcome the errors and

UCF freshman Jason Venson returns a kickoff in
Friday's 34-24 win over Tulane in Orlando.

fled for the time being, the Knights
still had plenty to overcome to get the
win. Most troubling for O'Leary were
the penalties - 18 of them - combining'to give Tulane 160 yards.

"It was obviously a sloppy game
on our part from the penalty standpoint,'' O'Leary said. "I told the team
to enjoy the win, but [the penalties] is
sometliinlg you can't do."

the problems and make things happen."Welsh said.
There were times when the defense struggled, but ·
when a big play had to be made, the Knights came
through.
"Well that's one of those theories: Bend, but .don't
break,"defensive tackle Frisner Nelsonsaid.'1hey did get a
couple of big plays but we did not panic. We just knew that
when we needed to we were going to stop them. We've
got a lotofplaymakersonthe line ... and you know when
they need a big play,they're going to come through."

...

Jackie Battle took the Houston Cougars on
his shoulders in route to a 28-16 victory on Sat- ,: ;
urday.
..
Battle ran for 95 yards on 17 carries and...,~ ·
found the end zone twice. Along with Battle,'~;
quarterback Kevin Kolb once again managed,~~
the game magnificently, throwing for 216 0 yards, one touchdown and no interceptions. oi
The Bulldogs wasted a superb effort by
their running back Jerious Norwood. Nor- ,.
wood rushed for 253 yards on 24 carries for an~:
astonishing average ofl0.5 yards per carry.
'
Kolb and Battle proved to be too much for..,.,·
Norwood to handle by himself, thanks to the ,,:,
Cougar defense. The Cougar defense was able.,,~
to shut down quarterback Omar Conner, who· ;1
only completed 14 passes for 85 yards.
. il

SMU vs. Tulsa
Paul Smith and Garrett Mills once agairi ...
connected for a pair oftouchdowns to help the •
Golden Hurricane over SMU 20-13.
,
Smith and Mills connected in the fourth , ~
quarter for a 66-yard touchdown when the ;
game was tied at 13. Mills hauled in a total of ~
136 yards on eight receptions. Mills' numbers C.:
for the season are becoming All-American;_;
with totals of 58 catches for 874 yards and ~
seven touchdowns.
-"
Even after Mills hauled in the 66-yard.,,.
touchdown the Mustangs still had opportunities to tie the game. Qµarterback Jerad Romo :
was unable to seriously threaten, though being '. ~
sacked on one drive by Nelson Coleman and .
throwing an interception to Bobby Klinck on .
another.
.
..,":SMU was able to out-gain Tulsa in total ··
offense, but the turnovers proved to be too ...,·
much. The Mustangs had 337 yards total ,,
offense with three deadly turnovers.
.~;

'~
Once again DeAngelo Williams made an .#
astonishing argument for his Reisman candi- ~
dacy, rushing for 226 yards on a career-high ~9 ~
carries, helping the Tigers beat East Carolina 27-24.
•
The Pirates fought hard, riding the arm of~
quarterback James Pinkney. Pinkney complet- '
ed 26-of-42 passes for 297 yards and three _.,
touchdown passes. He accounted for 297:-:i. ·
yards of the Pirates 343 yards of total offense. "'<\
Yet it was Williams who was the story o~
the day again. After giving the Tigers the earl}'
lead with two 1-yard plunges into the·end zone, '
Williams led the offense on a momentum ,
killing drive in the second hal£
""
After Pinkney connected with Chris John- ~
s,on to bring the game to 20-17, the Tigers .marched down the field on a 15-play, 80-yard ,
drive culminated with a quarterback sneak
into the end· zone by Maurice Avery. With
Williams getting the bulk of the carries that· '
drive the Tigers were able to eat up eight min- utes and eight seconds off the clock, effectively ending the game.

East Carolina vs. Memphis

:i

Rice vs. Navy

n1

,

The longest losing streak in the Nation got a little longer as Rice fell to Navy 41-9, putting ,
its losing streak at 12 games.
Matt Hall rushed for 91 yards and two,,~
touchdowns to give Navy its largest victory ~
since a 54-21 victory against Rutgers last sea-J
son. Along with Hall, Karlos Whittaker and, ,
Trey Hines were able to find the end zone to,, j
aid the route of the Owls.
Rice quarterback Chase Clement wa5'"
unable to eVer get his offense on track, failing,:
to throw for more than 100 yards. Clement is~ :-it
redshirt freshman who is starting in place for ·Joel Armstrong; who had his shoulder injurec\~i
against Tulsa last weekend.
. , ,":
Navy entered the game with a game plan
set in stone, being ranked fourth in the nation,..,,
in rushing and facing a defense ranked 117. _::
Navy has now won five straight game{;
after losing its first two and was happy to hav~.,·
an easy game after four out offive games being 1
decided by three points - the fifth a one;,~
touchdown escape over Duke, 28-21.

Marshall vs. UTEP

-;

~

The machine known as the UTEP Mine~.~
continued its roll, dismantling Marshall 31-3. T"
Quarterback Jordan Palmer was once again,r
on top of his game, throwing for three touchdowns and 215 yards on 17 completions.
.While Marshall was only able to get three ~:
points on the board, its offense did show si~- r
of life. Running back Ahmad Bradshaw·
rushed for 133 yards on 17 carries, but other,"
than Bradshaw, the Herd's offense was inept. •
The Miners offense was once again bal- ·:
anced perfectly, throwing for 215 yards and •
rushing for 194.
',:
- ZACH MOORE \

\
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OUR STANCE

Arts, sciences split
benefits.college
W

bile massive deficits
OASIS suffers from by essentialare never a good thing, ly dividing its client base in half.
the division of the ColAs for the budget, a $5.6 million deficit could not have just
. lege of Arts and Sciences that
popped out of nowhere. Surely
resulted from the college's $5.6
million deficit may be better for there were signs and hints and
the college, the faculty and the
the proverbial writing .o n the
students in the long run.
wall.
Arts and Sciences is the
Hours of finger-pointing
largest college at UCF. It conwould not solve anything, and
tains the social sciences majors, the administration would still
have to do something about the
the natural sciences majors, all
of the different liberal studies
problem. They chose to split
tracks, art and music majors,
arts and sciences. It is clear it
and the Nicholson School of
could have been much, much
Communication, among others. . worse.
In other words, it's huge, it's .
The administration could
crowded and occasionally, at
have decided to cut all or most
least from the students' point of of the summer courses under
· view, it's chaotic. The advising
the College of Arts and Scioffice, OASIS, is usually full, and ences, as was rumored a few
weeks ago.
"OASIS lost my paperwork,·
again," is a common refrain.
Yes, some summer courses
will not be offered. But some
, How will the ¢.vision help?
· The division of the College of
will. The college will still offer
general education courses,
Arts and Sciences into the College of Arts and Humanities and which have long l;>een the back. the College of Sciences will
bone of the summer schedule.
allow the individual college~ to
They will also offer classes
foetµ; more completely on their
that can be taught to large
::µ:eas of specialization.
groups of students all at once.
No longer will art history
This will allow them to enroll
majors' and statistics majors be
more students for less money a good thing for the cashlumped under the same heading.
strapped College of Arts and
There will be two advising
Sciences.
<::>ffices, which, it is hoped, will
The split will be especially
ease the bureaucratic burden
beneficial to the College of Sci-

ences. Provost Terry Hickey has
promised to make the science'
departments a priority where
new funding is concerned.
By dividing the college, l!CF
is essentially putting all the
departments that are slated for
priority funding in one place.
The provost does ,not
instruct the dean of a college on
how to spend the money allocated to that college. It's just not
done.
However, if UCF did not
divide the College of Arts and
Sciences, the provost's office
would have to earmark funds
for the sciences in order to keep
its promise of bringing those
departments to a higher level of
funding.
The clivision of Arts and Sciences should help ease some of
the college's budget woes. However, this does not give them
license to ignore the budget
until it reaches another crisis
point.
The administration of UCF
and the College of Arts and Sciences may have pulled the college out of the fire this time, but .
they can not afford to make any
more mistakes now. ·
Only by careful scrutiny and
scrupulous budgeting practices
can they keep the budget functioning.·

OUR STANCE

Keep quiet on
Miers until end
D

emocratic Sen. Charles ·
first run at the governor's office
Brownback and John Cornyn
in 1994, Bush paid Miers' firm
Schumer told reporters
have all openly stated that they
are holding off on any specula$7,000 for legal services. That
last week that President
tion until the hearings because
total jumped to $140,000 in 1998.
George W. Bush's Supreme
Court nominee, Harriet Miers,
that is their job within,the judiciThere's something to be said
for having to.multiply your legal
ary committ~e.·
will more than likely not have
service fees by 20 to get re-elect- .
the majority support of the SenGranted those three senators
are Republicans and are backing ed in a state that is notoriously
ate panel assigned to hearings
the choice of the president, but
Republican.
on her nomination.
However, there's no way of
Miers, Bush's pick to replace
it's at least promising that anyone on the committee would
knowing what's to be said if
the. retired Justice Sandra Day
Bush, Miers or her former law
O'Connor, has been criticized by like to give Miers a chance to
defend herself before she's cast
both Republicans and Democ- .
firm come dean and disclose
asid~.
·
rats for having an insufficient
the details of the election work.
If not to the public, then the
legal background to be elevated .
But both Democrats and
Republicans have voiced disdetails should at least be disto the nation'.s highest court.
plea5ure with the nomination of closed to the judiciary commitMiers' background is in pertee.
sonal legal practice, which
Miers because of her personal
would make her the only justice ties to Bush and her lightweight
This is a matter of appointing
someone with a questionable
of that manner.
and indecisive stances on the
The problem with Schumer's most controversial of topics
background to the Supreme
cl.aim isn't that he's out to attack from abortion to gay rights.
Court.
Miers has never openly comthe president's choice. The
If there are dealings of a
choice is controversial on many
mented on her stances on either shady manner in her legal pa5t
levels, and everyone has a right
or if she'~ merely being nominattopic, leading many critics to
to voice concern over the nomibelieve she is a pushover and
ed for appointment because of
nation.
her relationship with the presiwill fold to the pressilre of outSchumer's fault, though, is
dent, then it's obviously wrong.
side influences or other justices
But if there's nothing to hide
that he is putting words in the
on important issues.
then Miers should simply reveal
mouths of the other 17 senators
As for her personal ties to
on the panel hearing the nomiher past dealings with the presiBush and the White House,
nation.
dent in front of the judiciary
, many politicians are correct to
committee as she will certainly
Until Miers has a chance to
demand that detailed backhave to and let the panel memsit in front of the panel and
grounds of her involvement as
defend herself, there shouldn't
bers make the proper d~cision.
the president's legal counsel
be an issue of senators speaking
· Schumer has no business·
ind.e ed need to be turned over to
out and voicing anyone else's
openly discussing his speculathe judiciary cotpmittee as well
opinions but their own.
tion as to which way the panel
as made public knowledge.
There's no problem if
members will vote. His duty is
White House officials have
, tc;> provide an·unbiased opinion
said that no records will be ·
Schµmer says that he doesn't
in regards to.a very important
want to elevate Miers, but when
released because it would violate the attorney-client privilege. appointment.
other senators on the panel are
.
If Miers is as good as Bush
speaking out and saying he's
Bush paid a large sum of
wrong, there clearly is an issue
money to Miers' law firm during has made her out to be, then
Schumer should have no probof misinterpretation.
his 1998 .re-election bid for the
Sens. Arlen Spector, Sam
governor of Texas. During his ·
lem doing his job.
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READER VIEWS
port from the student body. Thank you for
your time.

Skewed priorities at UCFPD
I am concerned about where the priorities
of the UCF Police Department lie.
On the night of Oct. 18, several residents
of Pegasus Landing complained about a man
·driving a red Saturn who was exposing himself and doing other lewd acts. The man
would get out of his car in front of the Phase
1 office and do these acts where residents
could witness in plain sight
After residents alerted the resident assistants at 10:30 p.m., the RAs contacted the ·
UCFPD. However, the department was initially unwilling to send an officer to stay in
the area until the man returned.
The RAs - three females - were upset
and concerned for the residents' safety and
urged the dispatcher to send a unit. It wasn't
until 12:30 am. that a unit arrived at the
1
Phase 1 clubhouse to assist. I witnessed the
man doing these acts and also saw how the
RAs were shaken up and concerned. After
talking to the RAs, I believed the police
department was less than helpful.
I realize this may have been a fraternity
prank or something similar, but in light of
recent violence at Pegasus Landing, I don't .
think the presence of a police officer was too
much to ask for. What was the problem with
sending a unit that was requested by the resident assistants?
·
·
The priorities of the UCF Police Department need to be re-evaluated. An underage
drinker gets caught, and four police cars
show up within minutes. A party gets busted
and cops are all over the place. They'll pull
students over
doing 30 mph in a 25 mph
zone on campus, but if students ask for assistance, all we hear is "we.really can't do anything about it."
Not to mention the fact that UCF started a
task force that involves plainclothes police
officers targeting underage drinki:rig. But hey;
that's a whole other topic.
I believe the Future should investigate this
matter. I believe there would be much sup-

- MICHAEL BARRY

UCF, the Future, not a sham

'j

I disagree with the letter to the editor
from Camille Hancock in the Oct. 20 issue.
SGA is providing food not to "cushion
greater alcohol consumption," btJ.t rather to
give students ari alternative to alcoholic beverages, and encourage peopl~ to come put to
the game.
I disagree that President Hitt·and the UCF
Future are a sham. ... What we need are less
apathetic students and more hardworking,
dedicated students such as those who work
for the Future:
The staff of the Future puts in a lot 0f time
and effort into making the paper asuccess. I
like to read it, and if others don't, then they
shouldn't bother to pick one up. They should
try to put together a paper twice a week.
As far as slain UCF Police Officer Mario
Jenkins' legacy being dishonored: That's bull
UCF is doing a lot to make improvements in
the wake of his death.
- TIFFANY CHUK

Future just brown-nosing
President Hitt has refused to even speak
to the newspaper of his own students for
years, disrespecting every member of the
paper as well as every member of the institution it represents - and yet somehow the
Future feels the need to play sycophant,
bro~-nosing Hitt and his supposed "task
force" _:_ the very committee that is oppressing students to keep the focus off the real
iss4e: the failures of his law enforcement, and
the Orlando Police Department.
Instead of standing up for students' rights,
the Future is complacent as they are unethically trampled. Thanks for your part in
stomping out our freedom.

for

I ·

- CANDICE MCKINLEY

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length,grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558. .

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E.
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CAMPUS

'How are you spending
your hurricane day?'

t)

I')

Business administration

"Homework and maybe going to the
beach.!'

Interpersonal communication

"Sleeping and watching TV."

Biology

"I slept in and am going to Barnes &
Noble."

TheCe11JmlFlorida Fulure is a free independent campus nc1"papcr sening the Unimrsity of Centrnl florida. Opinions in theFuture are those of the individual rolumnist and not neccssuily those
,of the editorial std!' or the Urtlversity Adminlstration. All content is property of the CentraJF!orida P11/11re and may not be reprinted in part or in whole withoutpcnnission from the publisher.
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CHAD PREZAS

ERIC SUAREZ

NICK CONSTAIN

Financial accounting

Business administration

Finance

"I slept in and will probably go to
Waterford Lefkes to see amovie."

"I am going to sleep all day."

t

11

"I have to stucjy for a test"

.

y
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As much as I claimed to hate
it, I can't help loving MySpace
For a8 much as I've made
fun of it and criticized my
"' friends for being so involved
with it, I must say that this
whole MySpace.com craze is
actually not too shabby.
I hopped on the bandwagon
a few weeks ago merely for the
purpose of providing material
MOUTHING OFF
1 for an entire column, and I
clµl't believe how this simple
· ASHLEY BURNS
little friend search engine has
Managing Editor
become my virtual heroin I
swell!, I spend more time sitnew versions of themselves.
ting on that Web site than I do
I don't even have to know·a
breathing.
person - I can just pick someThe thirig that I like about it one's profile at random - and
so much isn't that it's a way for
more than likely I guarantee
my friends and me to keep in
there is at least a small percent· contact Heck, if my friends ·
age of false descriptive content.
'\ and I are so lazy that we can't
One of my buddies - I'll
pick up our phones to find out
spare him the embarrasswhat time the ~triped shirts
ment- cited that he's 6-feet-3
unite at Wall Street Cantina
on his profile page. He's no
every Friday; then I don't think
more than an inch taller than
we deserve the ability to read,
me (I'm 5-feet-10), but to some
write ·or speak.
people, the MySpace world is
What I dig so much about
the new reality. Even my proMySpace is that it lets you seri- file says that I'm a ladies' man
ously look into a person's soul
and, in my head, I honestly
and see what kind of a person
think that's true. Somewhere,
he is.
·
however, I know the last 15
I know it sounds crazy, but
girls who have shot me down
it's so true. I've always prided
are rolling on the floor with
myself on being able to read
laughter.
people very well. It's a special
I can look at anyone's protalent I've always had. Somefile and figure out what kind of
times I like to just sit outsid~ of person he/she wants me to
the Student Union, watch peobelieve he/she is and what kind
ple and play games like 'Wow, , of person he/she actually is.
that guy is psycho" or "Could
Look at my profile and
that persoµ fit in my trunk?"
you'll know right away that I'm
OK. so I'm exaggerating a
arrogant, love UCF sports and
little, obviously; but my point is tend to be mildly offensive. In
that it is fun to try to tell what
reality; there's not much more
kind of person you're dealing
to me. Some people, though,
with just by reading a facial
.want you to believe that they
·expression or even the way a
are God's second-ill-command
person walks..
and can turn lead into gold just
Take me for instance. I
by dropping it down their
rarely smile, which leads peopants. To each his own, I guess.
ple,to believe I'm always pissed
My guiltiest pleasure of the
off, and usually they're right.
MySpace experience is the
But by not haying a chance to
nightly random message I'll
look at a person and read him
receive from some girl who
or her, the game changes
wants to tell me all about her
entirely.
.
Web cam.
Web communities such as
This is why I don't ever
MySpace are like brand-new
want to have a daughter.
universes created so people
What kind of girl is so des.\ could gather under questionperate for money or even
able identities and develop
attention and that she would·

resort to parading herself in
front of millions of Star Wars
fans living in their parents'
basements?
It's so frustrating to me
because these girls are damaging the exotic dancing industry.
and we all know how big of a
stripper lobbyist I've. been over
the years.
By the way, for anyone who
hates these spam messages as
much as I do and wants to
have a little fun with the
morons sending them out,
here's what I do: I send them
message~ back describing my .
day in painfully boring attention to detail I throw in as
much vulgar content as I can,
obviously.
I know it does nothing in
the long run but this is the stuff
that entertains me in life.
Maybe it's the opportunity
to send out mass e-mails about
the nine-person graffiti social
my bored frien~ and I had the
other night, or maybe it's the
laugh I get when some random
girl in Hoboken tries to convince me she's a supermodel,
but I will openly admit that I
was slightly wrong about this
MySpace fad.
Fad it is, by the way; because
there is absolutely no way this
thing will go more than another two years. This kind of thing
gets old really quickly and
eventually we'll all move on to
hosting our own Web cam
shows. Who knows? Anything
is possible.
Regardless of my low
expectations for its longevity, I
am certainly addicted to
MySpace. As long as my ·
friends can post redl.tndant
bulletins about chain letters or
horrifying viruses and I can
post bulletins making fun of all
of my friends for that, then I'll
continue the addiction.
An addiction is only as bad
as the person who sits in front
of his computer
hours on
end. If that's the case then
someone needs to lock me up.

for
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LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back**

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
A~·

Attend all required classes or make-up sessiops, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prio.r_official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition~* It's that simple.

GRE: Classes Starting 11/1/05 & 11/16/05
GMAT: Classes Starting 10/20/05 & 11/9/05
LSAT: Classes Starting ·10/17/05 & 11/5/05
PCAT: Classes Startinca 11/1.6/05

World Leader in Test Prep
·and Admissions

KAP LAN"
*Test names are registered trademal'kS of their respecttve owners.

* * To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

a

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
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1:15-2:30 p.m.

2:45-4:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 30, 2005

•Audiology
•Health Science

• Anesthesiologist
Assistant

3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale-Davie, Florida

• Medical Science

•·Biomedical Sciences

• Osteopathic Medicine

• Dental Medicine

•Pharmacy

•Nursing

_• Physical Therapy

.
1

Optom~try

• Physician Assistant

•

• Vascular Sonography

• Public Health

• Financial Aid

• financial Aid

.

~ -

• Occupational Therapy

..

'

Please join us as our deans, program directors, and admissions personnel
meet with prospective candidates and discuss our programs. Tours for the
first session will be held at noon and 12:30 p.m. Tours for the second
group will be held after the session. Refreshments will be served. Call
(954) 262-1101 or 800-356-0026, ext. 1101,
for directions or more information.

~

NSU

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

~OY\Cl ~ ~O.~~YOC1Wv

Nova Southeastern University admits students. of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin. • Nova Southea~tern University is accred· ed by t~e Commi~si.on on CoHeges of the ~puthern Association of Colleges and
·
10-02s-osESJ
: -·
., "'"''3 Sbuthern Lane, Decatur, Georgia ~0033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-~501) to award assoc1ate's, bachelor's, master's; educational spec1al1st, and doctoral degrees;

CLASSIFICATIONS
050 Legals
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes

225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300
325

For Sale: General
ForSale:Automotive

BAR'rENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Campus Rep position. $9.00 per hour.
Outgoing, intelligent person with
Microsoft Word and Excel knowledge
needed for 3-7 hours per week. Greek
involvement and/or student group
involvement preferred. Please email
resume to jobs@theginsystem.com
by Monday at 6pm

Weekend Porter - $1 O/hr
Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & Sun, 7:30am - 9:30am,
Call 407-677-7070

Servers/Pizza Maker
exp.reqd. Ital. Rest. short hrs., great payl
hand tossed NY style pizza exp.reqd.
407-366-3375 or 407-375-4360
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

OFFICE TELEPHONEHOURS

350 For Sale: Homes
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life

SSO
600
700
800

Events: UCF

Travel
Worship
Miscell<1neous
900 Wanted

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
. 5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
PAYMENT METHODS
In Person: University <(ourt, Suite 200
Cash, Check, Mastercard
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chil;k-Fil-A
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 .• classifieds@UCFnews.com

999 Lost &Found

VALET PARKING ATIENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance." Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.
Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-5678.
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New· Carl
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Ji Must Love Dogs.
"i/et/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.do·g dayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
Golf Caddie needed for Metro West Golf
Course for Tournament player. Dates
are from 10/29-11/4 for about 6-7 days.
Rates negotiable. Call David Ware
at 51 0-325-1799

·EGG DONORS NEEDED.
$3000 to $5000 COMPENSATION
for Healthy, flt, non-smoking
females between 21-29. Easy
registration onllne at: www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 741 4994. Info Is confidential.

1

•Ride·Operator
•Lifeguard
• Refrigeration Technician

Female Sales Rep Wanted
·outgoing student needed.
No phone sales. 20-30 hrs/wk. Flel<
schedule. Great pay. Call 407-306-8777.

Apply in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa @407-354-2085
Or apply online at www.wetnwildorlando.com

HELPWANTED

SS
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$3

$10

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
~ Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
; ~lassified ads also viewable on line 24 hours a day

USA Swim Coach At Trinity

Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Prep Aquatics. Mon-Thur, PIT,
3:30-4:45, Nov-May. Hourly wage,
Call Rocco 321-282-2558.

Kitchen Help/ Dish Washer needed for
UCF Sorority Hou:;;e. Flex Hours.
Call Dot at 407-929,4502
or dtbogert@cfl.rr.com
CARE GIVERS for our clients In their
homes. Flex. PT. shifts avail. No
previous exp. needed HOME HELPERS
Call 407-454-0000

KN
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Part-Time Jobs are available'
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu

FEMALE PC GAMERS
f'Jeeded to test new product. Xbox or
PS2 exp a plus. Req 2-hour focus group
session. Call Elaine at 407-622-7774 or
e-mail elaine@keybowl.com.

SURVEYING {r MAPPING CORP.

www.surveymap.net

WANTED: SURVEY CREWS
We are offering up to a $500 reward for referrals of experienced survey personnel.

Call 407-365-1036 for details
Summary of Benefits Offered
• Health Care: Medical,Dental and Vision
• Health Care Flexible Spending Account
•401 KRetirement Services with employer
participation
• Employee Assistance and Work/Life
Program
·Life Insurance:Term, Group and
Dependent

• Disability Insurance:Short-Term, LongTerm and Voluntary
·Adoption Assistance
· •Credit Union
• $1,500 annual Educational Assistance
benefit
• Free online Educational benefit
• 529 College Plan

PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days per
week. Exp w/ lawn equip a must!
Starting at $8/hr. Flex hrs, weekdays.
Contact Dale Sore'nsen at 321-948-6498.

Employment Opportunities
We are actively seeking employees for Oviedo/Orlando, Titusville
and Lake Alfred, Florida.

Start @ $70 for a 5-hour event!

• Licensed Surveyors (or survey technician with equivalent ability or experience)- to
supervise survey crews/office in each location
·Crew/Party Chiefs and Instrument Technicians -we need several in each location.
• AutoCAD Drafters - Land Desktop experience is aplus.

Promote brands by distributing
samples/brochures and/or demonstrating
products to consumers. Premier in-store
Promotions Company and authorized
agency of Mass Connections, Inc., has
great opportunities in Various FL cities.
Positions available are part-time, mostly
weekends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to apply online,
visit www.eventsandpromotions.com.
Experienced Servers for a job In
Lake Mary area. Start $12/hr. Part
Time only. Cocktails Plus ...
407-808-4820

Benefits Include:
-Vacation/Sick Leave
-Insurance and 40l(k)
Theme Park admission for both Wet n'
Wild and Universal Studios
-Tuition Reimbursement

STUDENT

ss

Christian Preschool Teachers for
afternoons M-F (2:30-5 :30) NEEDED for
Union Park Christian School,
10301 E. Colonial Dr., If you love
children and the Lord, call 407-282-0551

Looking for Knowledgeable Texas Hold
Em Dealers! 2,3 hrs per night.
Please call 407-415-2559, or visit us at
www.alliripokerseries.com

Orlando s BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park is
accepting.applications for the
following Full Time entry-level jobs:

LOCAL

OYEP is looking for tutors to provide
in-home tutoring services to Central
Florida's K - 12th grade students. Earn
$12-$25/hr. Please visit our website@
www.oyep.net for application.

Figure Model Needed.
Sports-oriented true blonde who is
also a real ham especially desired.
Superb overall figure required.
$50 per hour. 407-977-4592

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

First issue:
Each addl issue:

...

Appointment Setters Wanted
$8 - $10 per hour plus bonus.
Flexible days & hours.
407-736-8395. Ask for Jason.

/

AD RATES

Money For College
The army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
ttie cash bonuses, you may qualify for up
to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through tl:le Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call 407-281-1274.
ADMIN ASST FT & PT
smart, organized people please fax
resume to 407-894-0475 or email to
blehuu@klhpsmart.com.

TUTOR WANTED
for nonverbal ADD 7 YR old boy to
help with homework & socialization
skills. $11/hr, flex sched, 10-15
hrs/wk. 386-848-3415
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

.'
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To app~: Complete ttie Adminisstaff application found at www.surveymap.net and fax to I.and-Tech Surveying &
Mapping Human Resources at 407-365-1838. You may also fax or email )OOr your resume to info@surveymap.net

Chef/Housekeeper
Willing to train upbeat, capable prof
for a busy Winter Pk prof couple.
Should be an organized, self-starter.
Prepare creative meals & take care of
modest Winter Pk home, incl yard.
Server/bartender/cook background a
plus. Would work well with school
schedule. Attitude Is more Important
than exp. Must be a dog lover would need to watch the dog when
we're out of town.
If you think this is something that
you would really enjoy, Please reply
to: brlan1995@aol.com
FAX: 407.677.8862

:~

Looking for some extra$?
We have the best part time job

in Orlando and.you can-earn
full time pay $8 $20 /Hr.

Looking for a loving and caring F to take
care of our 2 boys, ages 2 &11 mo'. Set
hrs are Mon. & Tue, 7:30 am.- 5:30 pm.;
Wed, Thur, & Fri, 7 :30 am.-12:30 pm.,
but we may have some flexibility. Care
will be in our home, located near Leu
Gardens in Ori. If interested, please call
Stacey @ 407-325-3665. We can set up
a time to meet and discuss this great
chance to spend time with 2 marvelous
little guys!

Childcare- Mature, dependable female to
care for two 9y/o boys, 1-2 nights a week
6-9pm and occas. overnight. Must have
own car. Call 407-384-2662

-. . ..

ATIENTION UCF STUDENTS!

·We offer:
AM shift - professional B2B calling
PM shift - fun residential calling
Flexible schedules - Paid trainirig
Referral Bonus $100
.
Sign on Bonus $100
Incentive bonuses for extra hours
Fun and friendly environment
Staff dedicated to your success

.
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Give us a call today and get started next week
Orlando 407-243-9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

'~ I

CAREER SERVICES &
EXPERlEN'rtAL LEAfotNtNG

Located in the Education Complex Gym

www.csel.ucf.edu

Thursday, October 27, 2005
9:00 AM to I :00 PM
A Chance For Students To
Discuss Career Opportunities
With School Officials

11
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For more.information about this event,
Contact Career Services & Experiential Leamin~ at:
Ferrell Commons, Building 7F, Room 185
407-823-2361

--

Sponsored by Career Services & Experiential Learning & The College of Education
J
Division of Academic Affairs

.. ,
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YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
Do you want to move in early for Spring
term and SAVE money? 1 bd. in 2/2 (!t
Pegasus Connection. Great, easy going
roommate. Please Call 352-267-2997

EARN

College Station Apartments
1 bd. In a 4/4 all utilities Included,
high speed Internet, cable, electric,
pool, gym. 1sVmo free! Avail ASAP
Aug.'06 $490/mo Call 612-581-4714

UPTO

Boardwalk Apartments

$17.0/MO.

1bd. in a 4/4 all utilities included,
clean/easy going roommates, $500/mo
Avail. ASAP-Aug '06. 904-334-4263

donating
plasma regularly
·-----------····--··········

Room Avail. in Pegasus Connection
beginning Dec/Jan all utilities included,
great roommates, clean apartment,
Rent $490/mo Call 407-736-1039

I

~SPECIAL' for extra ..
and
, ~~10 Of FER on4th2nd
donation.
New Donors
Bring this ad
$5

Pegasus Landing 1br with own bath in 4/4
$475/month - all util inc.
Normally $51 OAval now
Call Josh (419)564-7382

I
I

I

I
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1.
5.
9.
12.
13.
14.

Globule
Thyme, e.g . .
The!)ry
Distinctive air
Cake finisher
Be in the
running (for)
15. Utter loudly
16. Most clear
18. Winter festi.. vals
20. Powder and
shot
21. Osaka
·clincher
23. ·O'Hara home
27. Hi-fi item
30. Toil in the soil
32. Financial sci.
33. Fish's __
fin
35. Firstborn
37. Spigot
problem
38. Crib word

~--------------------------·
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Deatt\ Cab For Cutie!
1 Ticket for Sunday, Oct 30.
$40 obo
Call 321-591-1238

* HOT TUB II SPA *

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

321-235-9100

Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
Inquiry to 407-938-9057

' Looking for people to hand out flyers.
$8,50/hr. 321-287-0757

\

Elite Specialized Swim lnstrucior
Earn up to $50 Kl a year. No exp.
needed will train, fee $8 K,
For details Call Mike 321-662-6049

Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
10X8 $350-$300, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Room for Rent In 4/3 house off Curry
Ford. 15 mins. from UCF $450-$500/mo
includes utilities, high speed internet,
pool, w/d, etc. Avail Nov.
Call 407-625-8338 or 407-282-4246
Rooms in new house. Fully fu·rn,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP;
Female only. All util Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291. .
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 ore-mall your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com

LET ME HELP YOU FIND A HOUSE
TO BUY/SELL OR RENT IN THE UCF
AREAi Michelle Bayes - Exit Real Estate
Professionals - (407) 992-6420 or (305)
338-1095 - EXITMichelle@aol.com

Research Assistants '
Real Estate firm is looking for
buslness/internat'I biz students to
perform research activities &
~represent client. Asian dialect a plus!
Posslble Internship. EOE. Contact
407-275-4800 for more info or send

WHY RENT
wh~n

you can

OWN.?

tennis, basketball, restaurants,
supermarket. Avail now! $1,600/mo.
Live with family or roommates.
Call 407-380-7111

3 BEDROOM, .
2 BATH HOMES

Multi rooms avail by Blanchard & 417.
5 min from UCF & Valencia.
Fully furnished w/ pool table & large
yard. Possible furnished bdrm if needed.
'I $425+ utiis. Call Dan: 561-371-0815.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
~avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

1/1 in Arbour Apartments
,
$625/mo includes cable. Pets allowed.
Big walk-in closet. Avail November.
,.
407-273-3527.
Liberal Femme Seeks Same to Share
Large UCF Area Townhome. 1st&: last
$425/mo, $200 sec dep. Must respect
~eaceful environment. Call 954-829-2754
Spacious 4/4, 2 story home, 5mins from
UCF, fenced in backyard, no pets.$1350/mo or OBG Call 407-760-0768 or
email ensorroso@hotmail.com

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BO in 3 BO home on lake,
6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo incl. util,
n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
.,
Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Room available, 15 minutes.from UCF.
l,.J~ lities included I Only ~00/mo.
Call 407-227-757£'

Romantic?"
45. Hum
47. Baroque
musical
giant
48. Curved.
molding
49. Invalid
50. Yap
51 .. Adjudicate
52. Spade's
kin
53. Corded
fabric
54. Height
limit?

33
37
41

Foreclosures!

. $600 Group Fundraiser Bonus

413 Home! Only $26,900! Must sell
period. Call 800-749-8124 x8904

4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free {yes, free) fundraising
programs EQUALS $1,000-$3,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for up to $600 in bonuses when you
schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundraiser,
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

3/2 UCF Great investment. $220,000.
New roof, screen.porch, wood floors.
Also Oviedo Riverside 3/2
greenbelt/pond view. Priced to sell
Donna Ashley KW Realty 407-463-1120

3/2.5 Townhome In Chancellor's Row
Immaculate, between UCF & Waterford,
1156 sq. ft., new carpet, fresh paint.
$210,000. Call 407-575-9072
4/2/2 located on Ashington Park
· about 2 mi. from UCF, 1855 sq.ft.
oversize lot, all 16" tile flooring,
fresh paint in/outside, lakeview
$285,000 Call 407-310-6583

Now open across from UCF
next to Krispy Kreme.
407-380-6510.
NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *Domestic
Violence *Misdemeanors *DUI *Traffic
*Auto Accident *Wrongful Death. "Protect
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral
Service (800)733-5342.
Sororities & Fraternities thinking about
your next fundraising idea? Earn up to
$6,000 by hosting a fun & easy ·
fundraiser with CreativeTouch
Call 407-415-7513 or 407-252-7983

Real Estate School Classes starting
Oct.25th Call for special UCF rate
New Vista School of Real Estate
407-788-4545

~:
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Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $299! includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Caricun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $4991 Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices Include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
/
Accommodations on the island at youy
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrnde.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!

l
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Interested in starting Christian Science
Society in Oviedo? Contact Colette
Cad~ell 407-359-1315
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How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

Come join your elassmafes already living here...
plus reeeive a Fiii Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Chonse From
• Tax Deductions

11

22. Hairless
24. Passed
with flying
colors
25. Fragrant
blossom
26. Poker
stake
27. Remarks
further
28. Oliver's
request
29. Prissy
31. Style
34. Railroad
· nail
36. Tardy
39. Per .

44. "~-It

Why Rent When You Can Ownl
Century 21 Real Estate Agent
and UCF Alumni. Specialized in UCF
area. Sean Gillispie Realtor
407-4912-3613, sgill05@cs.com

3/2/2 ONE MILE FROM UCF!
• · W/D, tile throughout. $1 ,250/mo.
Call 407-948-8409 or 386-322-3281.

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
77-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

10

8

18

Call Today for a Free Estimate of Your
Home's Value
407-538-0404 Cell Direct
407-681-4410 Office Direct
*** * *'* ****** *** *** ** ****** * ** ** ** * **
Rocky G Ward, Realtor
Watson Realty Corp.
. Central Florida Real Estate:
www.rockyward.com

ii Enjoy the lifestyle you deserve: pool,

7. Paper
. measure
8. Upper
edge
9. "--Got
You Under
My Skin"
10. Bra's pal
11 . Convened
17. Observed
19. Divar)

15

Any condition.
(386) 295-8893

NEW 4/2 IN AVALON PARK

nnd:apartmettts, (ars,
metorcydes artd more,

12

WE BUY ANY HOUSE,

312.5/2 located near UCF. 1700 sq
ft. All appliances Incl except w/d.
Free basic cable. Sec dep: $1000.
Rent $1400/mo. Will not last! Hurry!
Call 407-616-3615.

You can afso list and ·

Call for free llst of homes In the UCF
area. We specialize In finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumnl Nick: Philllps/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407-810-7622

DATA ENTRY. Work from anywhere.
Flexible Hours, $$ Great Pay$$
Personal Computer Required., Serious
• Inquiries Only. (800)873-0345 Ext. 650.

3/2.5 New Townhome in Avalon Park
Two car garage, lawn inc, W/D hookup.
~
$1395 + sec. dep & $25 app. fee.
Ameri9an Dynasty Realty 407-677-1177.

7
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www.YukonBlue.com

'92 Red Honda Prelude SI. Leather
seats, AC, power windows & locks, 102K
miles, $3700 or OBO Call 407-314-1744
or email nevercast@gmaii.com

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Must have good study habits.
Your own full bath, 1 ml. from UCF
$400/mo. plus 1/2 of utii. Avail. Now!
Call 787-458-6959 or 407-310-6583

Large Alafaya Woods Home
1bd. in 4/3/2, $450/mo all utilities
included, w/d, fenced in back yard, quiet
neighborhood. Call 407-492-3613

4

List ft. Find IL Get It.

'93 Pontiac Sunbird $650
Great g'as & reliable
. Call 407-227-7579

www.dciplasma.com

~'

2. Lollapalooza
3. Not written
4. Diminish
5. With it
6. Filled pastry

YukonBlue~

Hondas from $5001
Police Impounds! Cars; trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

Avalon Park
Tern Hollow; View more details on
website. Professional Students Only.
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
http:/tNancepropertyinvestments.com

DOWN

1. Infant

Sponsored by

5 person, never used, wate'r fall,
lounger, 24 Jets, 5hp pump, red
wood cabinet. Sacrifice@ $14951
Call 863-651-3155
.Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Bra[ld New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

The Central Florida Future is
looking for two long-term
receptionists to work 15 to 20
hrs/wk. 9-5 avail. on Thursday a
plus. Flex sched. Good pay. Fun
and fast-paced environment.
E-mail resume to
publisher@ucfnews.com.
Serious Inquiries only please.

3

40. Fourth letter
41. 18-wheeler
42. Classroom
favorite
43. Fuzzy fruit
46. Dark wood
51 . Separates
the grain
from
55. Flu symptom
56. Shad eggs
57. Chip
58. Prisoner's
room
59. Slangy
agreement
60. Low card
61. Lend a hand

(enttal 3lodba 31rture
for as low as $3 an issue!

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Area~
• Private Home Sites

Models Open·Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alalaya

407-281-6029
1575 ptel Street• Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.comi

I
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407-447-455J
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Why · ..
Graduate School

•

. If you want to enjoy greater job security, make more money, have greater
flexibility and more opportunities, then Graduate Scnool is for you. In addition
to providing more knowledge and understanding of your discipline, it will allow you
additional choices in the jop market, increased marketability, more opportunities for
advancement, and for some professions it is simply required for what you want to do
(for example, psychologists, physical therapists, counselors, and audiologists are all '
required to have graduate degrees to practice).
The typical person with a· graduate degree will earn an aver~ge sat~ry of
$74,602 per year, compared to ~51,206 for an individual with a bachelqr's degree,
and only $27,915 for someone with a high school diploma. Not only are-annual
earnings more, but you are also more likely to have greater savings over your
•.
career and are more likely to be married to some9ne wh9 also has highqr ~arnings
and savings.
·
··

,,

"

What do you need to pursue graduate education? You need tp apply,
Graduate programs wili evaluate your credentials based upon your ove~all
academic record (grade point average in the last 60 hours of your
· · ··
undergraduate career is typicat), test score performance (GAE or GM,l\T~, · ,_ ·,
letters of recommendation from faculty, sJatement of purpose about why you .·
want to attend Graduate School, your professional experiences, and '; ·
sometimes a personal interview or portfolio. In addition, many graduat«.;
stude.nts receive financial support to att~nd graduate school. ·
~::'
Assistantships and fellowships are available from most graduate schoof$r
UCF offers more than 100 master's, doctoral, and
certificate programs.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES '

Stands For Opportunity
For more information, the
following websites are helpful,
as well as the UCF Gr.aduate
Students website at
www.graduate.ucf.edu.

I

• Graduate School. Guide
www .gradua tegu ide .com
• Peterson's Guide
www.petersons.com
• GraduateSchools.com
www.gmdtmtcschools.co i ,

• FRESCH! Free,£cbolarship Search
. www.freschinfo,dom/index.phhnl
.
• FastWeb Free Scholarship Search
.www.fastweb.com
• UCF Test Preptlration
www.tcstprep.u.¢f.edu

.

Apply Online!

www.gradu .t e.ucf.edu

